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ABSTRACT

Canada's population growth has been generally rapid with
average decennial increase of about 20.0 per cent between 1911
and 1961.

The pattern of growth of the labour force, on the

other hand, is not markedly different from the pattern of
population growth.

The labour force grew substantially by 52.0

per cent in the first decade of the twentieth century, owing to
an unprecedented rate of immigration.

The period after World

War II also experienced a remarkable growth of the labour force
by more than 20.0 per cent.

The rate in the 1960's appears to be

as great as that of the 1950's, and perhaps somewhat greater.

Technological progress and increasing mechanization have
combined with rapid expansion in secondary and particularly in
tertiary industry to produce a substantial shift in the labour
force since World War II.

In the 1950's, agriculture provided

20.0 per cent of total employment in Canada, whereas by the early
1960•s the proportion fell to 10.0 per cent and the decline
continues.

On the other hand, total non-agricultural employment

increased by almost 60.0 per cent between 1950 and 1965.

Another

dominant feature of the post-war labour force is the increasing
rate of female participation:

in 1901, not more than one out of

every six adult women was in the labour force, but today the female
proportion has risen to almost one out of every three.

Essentially,

-iithe rapid expansion o£ service industries and white-collar
occupations in all sectors o£ the

econo~,

and the change in

social attitude, have widened many job opportunities £or women
and favoured increased female participation.

Looking at the post-war trends of unemployment in Canada,
four distinct periods can be observed:

the first period, 1946-1953,

marked the post-war boom w±th unemployment rate of less than 3.0
per cent; the second period, 1954-1957, experienced a rise in the
unemployment rate averaging 4.3 per cent, which reflected the
slowdown in general economic activities; the third period,

1958-1961, revealed a high unemployment rate of 7.0 per cent as
a result o£ a £all in the world demand £or Canada's primary
products and of increased foreign competition in manufactured
goods.

From 1961 the Canadian economy began to recover and

consequently the unemployment rate was around 4.0 per cent.

The

total pool of unemployed includes frictional, cyclical, structural,
and seasonal unemployment.

In Canada, the first quarter o£ the year

is usually the time of maximum unemployment and the third quarter is
the time of minimum unemployment.

Furthermore, unemployment rate

varies inversely with the rate of labour mobility, which can be
broadly classified in three categories:
and geographical.

occupational, industrial,

The Federal Government has designed manpower and

employment policy £or reducing total unemployment and promoting
labour mobility.

-iiiIn Canada, wage rates vary from occupation to occupation,
from industry to industr.y, and from region to region.

There is

no national system of wage determination which guides wage
setting throughout the economy.
government wage policy.

Nor is there a well defined

Although there are laws fixing minimum

wages and hours and the law as well as courts declare certain
means, ends or purposes to be illegal, the final settlement of
labour conflict is left largely to the labour unions and management.
For purposes of collective bargaining, each union comprises a network of locals, which enjoy almost complete autonomy with minimal
assistance or intervention from headquarters.

The Canadian labour

movement is international, with a vast majority of its local unions
in affiliation with trade unions in the United States.

Canada is now experiencing labour shortages in certain skills
and occupations, Which undoubtedly constitute an obstacle to the
rate of economic growth.

There is, therefore, a general need to

upgrade the education and skill requirements of the existing labour
force.

While the economy appears to ha. ve begun to encounter certain

elements of manpower deficiencies, the average unemployment rate was
still around 4.0 per cent in the past few years.

It is for this

reason that there is a pressing need for improved manpower and
employment policy.
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INTRODUCTION

Labour, as a factor of production, has long occupied a
prominent position in economic theory.

Adam Smith asserted that

"Labour \-ras the first price, the original purchase money that
was paid for all things.

It was not by gold or by silver, but by

labour that all the wealth of the world was originally purchased".
The primacy of labour, thus established, dominated classical
economics.

ALmost a century a£ter Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill

believed "Labour force is the primary means of production - - Tolls and materials, like other things, have originally cost nothing
but labourn.

The study of labour problems emerged in the advanced
industrial societies during the late nineteenth century.

Its

emergence responded to the growing dominance of large organizations,
both of capital and labour.

The field of labour economics has now drawn

the attention of many economists.

There are signs of changing

emphases and approaches to the field.

The current emphasis in labour

economics on such topics as wage differentials, wage structure, wage
movements, and unemployment, indicate the great interest of labour
economists in the functioning of labour markets.

In an advanced economy, unemployment is among the most urgent
labour problems of the present generation.

Whether unemployment is

-2-

caused by deficiencies in aggregate demand, or by structural
imbalances in the labour market, or by some combination of these,
it is increasingly recognized as a labour market problem.

Canada

had low unemployment rate of less than 3.0 per cent between 1946
and 1953 and relatively high unemployment averaging 5.6 per cent
for the period 1954-1961, with a slight tendency toward improvement
in the last few years.

According to the first annual review of

the Economic Council of Canada,

Economic Goals for Canada to 1970 11 ,

11

Canada aims at reducing unemployment rate by 1970 to 3.0 per cent
of the labour force.

This would involve an increase in civilian

employment by about 1. 5 million.

This means that Canada must have

the right kinds and the right proportions of capital expansion, and
must expand and improve the number as well as the quality of the
labour force.

This thesis is an empirical study of the operation and
structure of the labour market in Canada.

Chapter 1 discusses the

population growth and distribution, as well as immigration and
emigration.

Chapter 2 describes the labour force in Canada with

emphasis on growth of the labour force, labour force participation
rates and industrial and occupational distribution of the labour
force.

Chapter 3 deals with unemployment problems and manpower and

employment policies.
mobility in Chapter 4.

Particular attention is given to labour
The institutional background to Canadian

wage determination, and wage behaviour in different sectors of the

-3economy are presented in Chapter 5.

The future prospects of

the Canadian labour market and implications for policy are
discussed in the concluding Chapter.

Finally, my grateful thanks are due to my supervisors,
Dr. N. Hurl-.-ritz and Dr. S.S. Mensinkai, who kindly read the whole
thesis in manuscript.
many mistakes.

Their valuable advice enabled me to correct

-4Chapter l
THE SUPPLY OF LABOUR IN CANADA

The supply of labour is a very complex concept.

It depends

not only on market behaviour, but also on a variety of inherited
and acquired traits, as well as demographic factors which make it
possible for some people to do certain types of work more
efficiently than others.
The supply of labour also depends on the individual preference
for income or leisure, and on his preference to work as employee
compared to being self-employed.

Many of these traits cannot be

deduced simply from the accepted laws of economic behaviour.
reality, a "perfect" supply of labour does not exist.

In

Hence, for

purposes of this study, we use the Dominion Bureau of Statistics
definition of the supply of labour as the civilian labour force,
which is composed of that portion of the civilian non-institutional
population who are employed or unemployed.
population is outside the labour force:

Everyone else in the

students, housewives at

home, children, retired people, and others who are too old or
otherwise unable to work, or who are voluntarily idle.

Since the

supply of labour has positive correlation with the size of population,
the examination of the supply of labour should begin with a study
of the pattern of population growth and distribution, as well as
immigration and emigration.

-5Population Growth and Distribution
The over-all trend in population growth of Canada and
the variations since 1901 by census, are shown in Table 1, which
shows that the population almost doubled during the first thirty
years of this century.

From 1931 to 1961, Canada's population

increased from 10.4 million to 18.2 million, or about 75.7 per
cent.

In the first decade of this century, the intercensal growth
of population amounted to 1,836,000, an increase of 34.2 per cent.
This rate has not been exceeded by any other decennial period up
to 1961 (see Chart 1).

This early rapid growth of population was

due mainly to the development of the West, which was accompanied
by unusually heavy immigration.

The number of immigrants between

1901 and 1911, amounted to 1.8 million.
number of emigrants was 1.1 million.

At the same time, the

Nevertheless, net migration

accounted for 39.0 per cent of the increase of population during
the first decade 1901-1911.

Population growth slowed down in the next decade 1911-1921,
in relative as well as in absolute terms.

Immigration, though,

still high prior to 1914, fello,ff substantially during the First
World War.

Emigration reached an all-time record level of 1.4

millions in this decade.

Consequently, despite heavy immigration

TABLE 1
POPULATION GRafrH IN CANADA

(Thousands)

..............,...._

__

·=-~-

NET M!IGRATION

..

NATURAL INCREASE

-Period

INTERCEN
....SAL GROWTH

~--

Population at

Percentage of

Percentage of

Population

Beginning of

Intercensa1

Intercensal

at End of

Number

Growth

Period

Nurnber

~hange

Period

Number

........

Growth

~--

Innnigration .)lni~alli£

-

Percentage

1~01-11

),J11

1,120

oLo

1,m

l,04J

no

J~.o

7,201

I,BJo

34.2

1nl-21

1,207

l,))O

8~.4

1,012

1,381

231

14.o

8,788

1,?81

21.~

1~21-31

8,788

1,3oo

8).0

1,203

~74

22~

14.4

10,371

1,;~

18,1

1~)1-41

10,311

1,222

lOU

1)0

2~

-~2

-8.1

11,)01

1,130

10.~

11,)01

1,n2

n.1

;48

37~

1o~

M

lJ,o48

2,141

IB.o

1~,1·%

14,~

1,413

11.1

(8)

184

;~~

28.~

1c,o81

2,0(2

14.8

1~;o-o1

1o,os1

1,o,

no

roo

218

482

22.4

18,2)8

2,1)7

1),4

-

(1)
lWtl·Jl
(2)

---------------------..·------Source:

D,B,S., Census of Canada, Population Section ,

Note:

(1)

Excluding Newfoundland,

(2)

Including Newfoundland.
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF BIRTHS AND DEATHS IN CANADA

1901-1961
(Thousands)

Census Year

1901

Number of
Births

INTERCENSAL CHANGE OF BIRTHS
Per Cent
Number

385

24.2

407

21.1

1,931

1921

2,415

1941

2,294

1951

3,186

(1)
988

77

3.2

-121

-5.0

-17

- 2.1

177

21.8

67

6.8

17

1.6

142

13.2

106

8.7

1,055
1,072

892

38.1
1,214

(2)
1961

811

2,338

1931

INTERCENSAL CHANGE OF DEATHS
Number
Per Cent

828

1,546

1911

Number of
Deaths
J--

1,282

40.2
1,320

4,468
- ·o~W~o-- -

Source: D.B.S., Canada Year Book, 1957-1958, P. 16o; and
Department of Citizenship and Immigration, The Basic
1961 Census Data on Immigration and Citizenship,
1963, P. 2.
Note:

(1)
Excluding extra mortality associated with World War I,
estimated at 120,000.
(2)

Including Newfoundland.

- 9 o£ 1.6 million and an estimated natural increase of about 1.4
million people, the population of Canada had increased by only
21.9 per cent during this period 1911-1921.

Between 1921 and 1931, there was an increase of population
by 1.6 million, or 18.1 per cent.

The increase in population during

this period exceeded the natural increase by 229,000.

Immigration

still remained at a relatively high level o£ 1.2 million, while
almost one million Canadian residents left the country during this
period.

The period 1931-1941, influenced by the Great Depression,
experienced the lowest growth (10.9 per cent) in population since
Confederation in 1867.

Depressed economic conditions caused the

birth rate to decline substantially (see Table 2).

On the other

hand, immigration fell off to 150,000, the lowest intercensal total
during this century; while emigration amounted to 242,000 and
exceeded immigration by 92,000.

The upward trend of population growth was, however, resumed
in the period 1941-1951: excluding Newfoundland, population increased
by 2.1 million or 18.6 per cent.

An even .faster rate of population

growth occurred during the second part of the decade, because of
increases in both the volume of immigration and the rate of natural
increase during the early postwar years.

Immigration amounted to

-10-

548,000 including a substantial number of Canadian soldiers'
war-brides and also ttdisplaced persons'' from war-devastated
Europe.

379,000 residents of Canada left the country during this

decade.

Natural increase was also high (92 .1 per cent),

particularly during the second half of the decade.

During the

period 1951-1961, Canada's population increased more rapidly.
Indeed, the total growth of 30.9 per cent constituted the most
rapid intercensal rate of population growth since the turn of the
century.

Between 1951 and 1956, population rose by 14.8 per cent;

783,000 immigrants entered this country, but at the same time a
diminished flow of Canadian residents emigrated and yet immigration
contributed 28.9 per cent of the increase in population during this
period.

The net immigration was somewhat lower

(22.4 per cent)

during 1956-1961, partly because of the higher emigration occasioned
by the slackening of economic activity.

But over the whole period

1951-1961, the contribution of net immigration was higher than

in

any decennial period except the first decade of this century.

The relatively small difference between the over-all rates of
increase of population between 1951-1956 and 1956-1961 conceal,
however, a slowdown in the rate of population growth.

The lower

rate of economic growth between 1957 and 1961 appears to have
adversely affected the birth rate, reduced the annual inflow of
immigrants and increased emigration.

Net immigration had, temporarily

at least, ceased to contribute substantially to Canada's population
growth.

-11So far the discussion has centered on population growth in
canada as a Whole, but Canada is a country characterized by
striking regional differences.

Population is heavily concentrated

in the central provinces, Ontario and Quebec.

About 63.0 per cent

of the population lived in these two provinces in 1961.

Table 3

presents the percentage and numerical distribution of the Canadian
population between 1901 and l961, by province.

The Canadian population has remained unevenly distributed and
the provincial percentage shares have not changed swiftly or
substantially, at least since 1911.

Since 1911, Ontario and Quebec,

together accounted for 60.0 per cent of the population, the Prairie
region approximately 20.0 per cent and the Atlantic region 10.0
per cent.

British Columbia contributed less than 10.0 per cent of

the population.

However, a small change in the provincial shares

implies a substantial shift of the population geographically.

Quebec,

Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia had relatively high rates of
population growth, and their percentage share of the population
increased.

Nova Scotia, New BrunswiCk, Manitoba and Saskatchewan

had low rates of population growth, and their percentage share of
the population decreased.

In short, the proportion of Canada's

population in the Maritime and Prairie provinces has fallen, while
in the central provinces and especially in British Columbia the

proportions have increased.

.,
NU}ffiRICAL DISTRIBUTION CF POPULATICN BY PROVINCE, CANADA, 1901-1~61

Province or Territory

1~01

Newfoundland

.1.~~--- ·-

1921

1931

1941

19?1

1Q61

(1)

(1)

3o1,416

4,,8)3

I

(1)

(1)

(1)

Prince Edward Island

103,2?9

93,128

88,o1?

88,038

9),047

98,429

1o4,o29

Nova Scotia

4?9, ?74

492,338

)23,837

)12,840

?77,9o2

o42,;84

737,007

New Brunswick

331,120

3)1,889

387,87o

408,219

4)7,401

;1;,o97

;97, 93o

Quebec

1,o48,898

2,oo;, 77o

2,300,)10

2,874,oo2

3,331,882

4,0)),081

;,2)9,211

Ontario

2,182,947

2,)27,292

2,933,o02

3,431,083

3,787,o))

4, ?97, ?42

o,23o,092

Manitoba

2)),211

4o1,394

o1o,u8

700,139

729,744

77o,

;u

921,080

Saskatchewan

91,279

492,432

7?7,)10

921,78)

89?,992

831,728

92),181

Alberta

73,022

374,29)

;88,4?4

731,00)

79o,lo9

939,)01

1,331,944

178,o;7

392,480

)24, ;82

o94,2o3

817,8o1

1,1o;,21o

1,029,082

Yukon

27,219

8,)12

4,1)7

4,230

4,914

9,09o

14,028

Northwest Territories

20,129

o,;o7

8,143

9,310

12,028

1o,oo4

22,998

?,371,31)

7,2oo,o43

8,787,949

10,37o,78o

n,;oo,o;,

14,009,429

18,238,247

British Columbia

CANADA

Source: D.B.S., Census of Canada

(1)
Note:

Populations of Newfoundland (not part of Canada until1949)
were: 1901, 220,984; 1911, 242,o19; 1921, 2o3,033;
1931, 281,)00; 1941, 303,300,

TABLE ~

{font1nued)

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION CF CANADIAN POPULATICN BY PROVINCE, 1901·1961

1941.... ..

19)1

1961

100

100

100

a

a

2.6

2.)

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

6.8

6.0

4.9

),0

4.6

4.0

6.2

4.9

4.4

3.9

4.0

3.1

3.3

16.7

13.0

11.4

9.7

9.8

11.6

10.4

Quebec

30.7

27.8

26.9

27.7

29.0

29.0

28.8

Ontario

4.6

3).1

33.4

33.1

32.9

32.8

34.2

Manitoba

4.8

6.4

6.9

6.8

6,3

),)

).1

Saskatchewan

1,7

6.8

8,6

8.9

7.8

),9

),1

Alberta

1.4

),2

6,7

7.1

6.9

6.7

(,)

7.9

18.4

22.2

22.8

21.0

18.1

17.)

British Columbia

3.3

),)

6,0

6.7

7.1

8.3

8.9

Yukon

0,)

0.1

0.1

0,04

0.04

0.1

0.1

Northwest Territories

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

1901

1911

1721

1931

100

100

100

100

a

a

a

Prince Edward Island

1.9

1.3

Nova Scotia

8.6

New Brunswick

Province or Territory
CANADA
Newfoundland

Atlantic Region

Prairie Region

~

Source: Calculation based on Numerical Distribution of Canadian Population by Province, 1901-1961,

a
Note:

Newfoundland not part of Canada until 1949,

-14There is wide variation among the provinces in their birth
and death rates, and consequently in their rates o£ natural
increase.

For many years, Quebec had the highest rate of natural

increase of population, but today Newfoundland ranks first and
British Columbia last in this respect.

But internal migration

and immigration have been more important than natural increase

(1)

in influencing regional growth of population in Canada
Columbia is now one of Canada's

£astest~growing

•

British

provinces because

of the very substantial numbers o£ migrants attracted to the westcoast areas: two-thirds o£ British Columbia's population growth
over the period 1941-1951 was the result o£ a net movement o£ people
from other provinces and other countries.

Ontario was the only other

province which recorded a rate of population growth in excess of the
rate o£ natural increase during the period 1941-1951.

About 38.0

per cent of the actual growth o£ Ontario's population over that
period came from outside the province, but a large proportion o£
this population growth was from abroad.

Ontario has received over

50.0 per cent of all immigrants entering Canada since World War II.

Finally, mention must be made of another characteristic of
Canada's population development, the trend of urbanization.

Table 4

presents the rural and urban distribution of the Canadian population
over the period 1901-1961.
(1)

A.H. LeNeveu and T. Kasahara, Demographic Trends in Canada,
1941-1956, Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science,
February 1958, PP. 11-15.

-15consequently with the growth of Canadian population,
there have been shifts from farms and rural
urban centres.

non-~arm

areas to

At the same time, within the major urban areas,

there has been a significant movement of population from the urban
centres to the suburbs.

These population movements reflect the

structural changes in the Canadian economy and the shifting location
of industries and enterprises.

They also reflect the steady decline

in importance o:f employment in agriculture during the whole of the
twentieth century, and the rise of trade and service industries.
These developments will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
At the same time, high birth rates in rural areas, mechanization,
and other technological improvements in agriculture have accentuated
the gro1rrth of" surplus population in the rural areas.

This rural-to-

urban movement was accelerated during the Second World War by the
growth of armament industries.

But the increasing concentration of

industrial jobs in larger cities continued during the postwar period.
It should also be mentioned that one o:f the most important
consequences o:f the rural-to-urban shift is the marked increase of
women in the labour force.

MovemEnt to the city, with its very

different social environment and its vastly increased job
opportunities, encourages many women to seek work outside their
homes.

The dramatic shift from rural to urban areas is apparent in
Table 4.

In 1901, 62.9 per cent of the Canadian population resided in

rural areas.

By 1961, only 28.9 per cent of' the population lived in

TABLE

4

RURAL AND URBAN DISTRIBUTION OF THE CANADIAN POPULATICN
1901-1961 (Thousands)

............... ~<lf'U'f

I

I

lUI,..._

Increase in Urban
Population as a
Census

Total

Year

Population

RilltAL
.

!ffiBAN

Number

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent

INTERCENSAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE

Percentage of Total

Total

Rural

Urban

Population Increase

1901

),)(1

),)Bl

02,9

1,990

Jl.l

1911

1,2oo

4,0)9

)O,J

J,141

4J,

I

)4.2

20,1

)8,1

oJ.o

1921

8,(8(

4,))0

)Lo

4,2)1

48.4

21.9

11.0

J),J

(0,2

19)1

10,)11

4,80)

4o,J

),)14

)J,I

18,1

o,o

)0,9

82.9

1941

n,;oo

4,9?8

4J,1

o,)48

?o.9

10.9

),2

11.;

so.2

19)1

14,010

;,1n

J/.1

8,818

o2.9

21.1

4.7

)4,(

90,{

19?o

1o,os1

;,Joo

)),4

10,/1)

oc,o

14.8

J,4

21.)

9Lo

1901

18,2)8

;,2oo

28,9

12,912

ILl

1),4

-1.9

21.1

104,0

(1)

Source: Data 1901-1941, Census of Canada 19)o, Analytical Report, Bulletin )·2, Table 2, P, 2-4.
Data 19)1-19cl, Census of Canada 19ol1 General Review, Bulletin (,l-2, Table 4, P. 2-1,
Note:

(1)
Including Yukon and Northwest Territories
Newfoun(Uand is not included prior to 19)1,

-17these areas, while 71.1 per cent lived in the urban areas.
Between 1901 and 1931, the intercensal percentage increase in
the Canadian urban population "ras much more rapid than in the
rural population.

In 1921, the proportion o£ urban and rural

population was about equal.

During the 1930 1 s which included the

.

Great Depression, there was some reverse population movement from
urban to rural areas, and consequently, the proportion of urban
and rural population changed only slightly as compared with that
in 1931.

However, during the Second World War and the postwar

years, the intercensal rate of urban population growth once again
accelerated.

In all intercensal periods since 1901, urban areas

have accounted for 70.0 per cent to over 90.0 per cent of the
increase in Canada's total population.

The foregoing discussion of Canada's changing population
reveals a general pattern typical of most Western countries during
the twentieth century, although significant differences in the rates
of change are apparent in some aspects.

Generally, Canada's population

has increased in every year since Confederation 1S67, but at widely
varying rates.

During periods of

s~stained

prosperity, the over-all

growth of population has been considerably enhanced by net migration,
and conversely somewhat offset during periods of war or prolonged

depression.

The steady decline in death rates, and the rapid urbanization,

especially since the 1930's, are familiar patterns in other developed
countries.

-18Immigration and Emigration
The entire Canadian population o:f today, apart from the
(2)
relatively few aboriginals, stems from immigration.
In the
century between 1851 and 1951, although 7.2 million immigrants
came to Canada, 6. 5 million people left Canada, most of them for
the United States (see Table 5).

Immigration and emigration have

had considerable impact on both the size and character of the
labour supply in Canada.

The extent and nature of immigration

and emigration will now be examined in detail.

In spite of the lack of agreement on the actual numbers of
people involved, there is SQme accord on the general trends that
have occurred.

In broad terms, Canada has experienced a variable

influx of new families from Europe and the British Isles.

At the

same time, there has been considerable migration back and forth
over the Canadian-American border.

The earliest settlers in Canada were the French.
came the forced deportation of many French Acadians.

In 1755
Subsequently,

offers of new land on the Bay of Fundy coastline and the economic
pressures of overcrowding in the New England colonies brought many
New Englanders to Canada.

After 1775, American farmers in search of

better lands continued entering Canada until the war of 1812.
(2)

See D.B.s., Canada Year Book, 1957-1958, PP. 154-176, for historical
development of immigration; and D.M. McDougall, Immigration into
Canada, 1851-1920, Canadian Journal of Economics and Political
Science, May 1961.

-19In the early years on the nineteenth century, some Scottish
Highlanders settled in Cape Breton Island and Prince Edward Island;
otherwise, the number of British immigrants to Canada remained small
until after the Napoleonic Wars.

The real beginning of Canadian migration to the United States
came in 1B37 when many people from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
French Canadians from Lower Canada, joined in the movement to the
prospering mill towns o:f New England.

The peak migrant :flows

apparently occurred during the decade lSSl-1891 (see Table 5).
Although immigration was high (903,000) in this decade, emigration
exceeded immigration by 206,000.

Most of those involved in the

exodus were former immigrants to Ontario and Quebec who were now
moving to the newly opened-up Prairie States, where land grants were
more easily obtainable than in Western Canada.

With the revival of world markets for wheat in the 1890's and
the opening up of the Canadian West, a new surge of migration took
place.

Immigration for the decade 1901-1911 totalled 1,759,000.

People, attracted by offers of cheap land, came from the British Isles,
Europe, and also from the United States.

The influx was halted by

the First World War, but in 1920 it started again, and persisted
throughout most of the ensuing decade.

-20TABLE 5
IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION, 1S51-1961
(Thousands)
NET IMMIGRATION
PER CENT
NUMBER

D1MIGRATION

EMIGRATION

1851-1861

209

85

124

5.0

1861-1871

187

379

-192

-5.9

1871-1881

353

440

-87

-2.3

1881-1891

903

1,109

-206

-4.8

1891-1901

326

506

-180

-3.7

1901-1911

1,759

1,043

716

13.3

1911-1921

1,612

1,381

231

3.2

1921-1931

1,203

974

229

2.6

1931-1941

150

242

- 92

-0.9

1941-1951

548

379

162

1.5

1951-1961

1,543

462

1,081

7.7

8 2 793

7 1 000

lz792

PERIOD

Source:

D.B.S., Canada Year Book, 1957-1958, P. 16o; and
Department of Citizenship and Immigration, The Basic
1961 Census Data on Immigration and Citizenship, P. 2

With the coming of the world depression in the 1930's,
international movements of people greatly diminished.

Immigration

was lower than for any other decade since 1850, and was exceeded by
emigration.

A net outflow continued during the World War II, but this

trend was reversed in 1946 when the victims of the European turmoil

-21began to pour into Canada.

The net result was a small margin of

immigration over emigration in the 1940's.

In the period 1951-

1961, net immigration of over one million people made a large
contribution to Canada's population growth and its labour supply
than in any other decade in the nation's history.

Population movements for the entire period 1851-1961 indicate
that Canada lost through emigration 1,000,000 persons, or 79.6 per
cent of the total immigrants (8,793,000); hence net immigration
amounted to 1,793,000 between 1851 and 1961 (see Table 5).

A large

percentage of these population movements across Canada's boundary
(3)
have been mainly to and fram the United States.
Postwar immigration has significantly altered the size and
composition and increased the mobility of the Canadian labour force.
The labour status and intended occupations of the postwar immigrants
who arrived in Canada between 1946 and 1962 are shown in Table 6.

Between 1946 and 1962, over two million immigrants came to
Canada, of whom 52.1 per cent entered the labour force immediately
upon entry.

This addition to the labour force by immigrants compensated

(3)

Department of Labour, The ~ligration of Professional Workers Into and
Out of Canada 1946-1960, Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1961; and
H.D. Woods, S. Ostry, Labour Policy and Labour Economics in Canada,
MacMillan of Canada, Toronto, 1962, PP. 296=298.
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TABLE 6
LABOUR FORCE STATUS AND INI'ENDED OCCUPATION
OF :p41IGRANTS TO CANADA, 1946-1962

LABOUR FORCE STATUS AND
INTENDED OCCUPATION

TOTAL 194{):1962
NUMBER

PERCENT AGE

Destined for the Canadian Labour Force:
Managerial
Professional
Clerical
Transportation
Communication
Commercial
Financial
Service
Agricultural
Construction
Fishing, Trapping, Logging
Mining

Manufacturing and Mechanical
Labourers
Others
Total
Immigrant Workers As Percentage of
Grand Total

11,020
106,759
100,303
23,461
3,894
43,191
1,865
143,253
176,154
96,766
14,883
14,300
249,065
123,633
11,578

1.0
9.5
9.0
2.1
0.3
3.9
0.2
12.8
15.7
8.6
1.3
1.3
22.3
11.0
1.0

1,120,107

100.0

52.1

Not Destined For the Canadian Labour Force:
Status
Housewives
Children
others

433,655
515,087
82,656
Total

1,031,398

Grand Total
Source:

Statistics Section, Department of Citizenship and Immigration,
Immigration 1962, Table 16, P. 129

-23significantly the shortages of Canadian-born new entrants to
the work force which resulted from the low birth rates of the
depressed 1930's.

Immigration authorities obtain information from immigrants
about their "intended" occupations, although the immigrant may
follow a different occupation than the one he indicated.

Neverthe-

less, the distribution of immigrants by broad categories of intended
occupation does reveal the nature of their skills, training, and
occupational background.

The largest concentration of immigrant

workers, as shown in Table 6, has been in manufacturing and mechanical
occupations, followed by agriculture, service, manual labour,
professional, clerical and construction, in that order.

Table 7 shows the relative proportion of the postwar immigrant
professionals in a number of selected fields to the total nmn.ber of
professionals in the same fields in Canada.

Immigration made the

greatest proportionate contribution to some of the occupations.

In

the case of architects, 62.1 per cent of the labour force in this
occupation were immigrants, followed by electrical engineers, mechanical
engineers, draftsmen and designers, all of whom exceeded 50.0 per cent
of the labour force in the various occupations.

Immigrant chemists,

civil and mining engineers, and chemical engineers also contributed
significantly to the numbers in their respective professions in Canada.
The total immigrant professionals during the ~eriod

1946-1962 was,

however, 18.1 per cent of the total Canadian labour force in 1961.

-24TABLE 7

PROFESSIONALS ADMITTED TO CANADA BY INTENDED
OCCUPATION, 1946-1962, AS A PERCENTAGE OF
CANADIAN LABOUR FORCE, 1961
a
IMMIGRANT
PROFESSIONALS
1946-1962

OCCUPATION

b
CANADIAN
LABOUR FORCE
1961

(a) AS
PERCENTAGE OF
(b)

Accountants

4,543

30,670

14.S

Architects

1,825

2,940

62.1

Chemists

2,947

6,144

48.0

971

2,996

32.4

Civil Engineers

5,290

11,917

44.4

Electrical Engineers

4,700

8,763

53.6

Mechanical Engineers

4,307

8,137

52.9

)lining Engineers

721

2,349

30.7

Dentists

450

5,469

8.2

10,396

20,623

50.4

4,701

53,550

8.S

16,442

61,699

26.6

Physicians and Surgeons

5,182

21,290

24.3

Teachers and Professors

14,744

189,172

7.8

77 2219

425 1 719

18.1

Chemical Engineers

Draftsmen and Designers
Laboratory Technicians and Assistants
Graduate Nurses

Total

Source:

Statistic Section, Department of Citizenship and Immigration;
and D.B.S., Census of Canada, 1961, Bulletin 3.1-3, Table 3,
PP. 6-2 to 6-15.

-25The labour supply has been, therefore, significantly increased by
immigration in the postwar years and, on balance, the quality
probably enhanced especially in professions contributing much to
the exploitation of Canada's abundant natural resources.

In short,

immigration has played a strategic role in the economic development
of canada.

This becomes more obvious in view of emigration from

Canada to which we now turn.

The basic causes for Canadian emigration are undoubtedly
economic.

It is generally conceded that in all professions average

earnings in industry are higher in the United States than in Canada.
Not only are average earnings higher in the United States, but also
its wealth and extent of industrial development offer greater
opportunities.

The geographic proximity of the two countries is

also a contributing factor for Canadian emigration to the United
States.

Furthermore, the similarities in United States and Canadian

cultures, standards of living and educational systems, all cent ri bute
to the ease of labour movement to the United States.

Information on the type of Canadian emigrants destined for
the labour force of the United States, and the number of those not
seeking work there for the period 1946-1962, are shown in Table 8.
Out of the 584,784 residents who left Canada during this period, about
half of them ( 50.3 per cent) were destined for the labour force of the
United States.

Canadian emigration to the United States was heavily

weighted by professionals (23.8 per cent), clerical and sales
(25.2 per cent), craftsmen and foremen (17.2 per cent).

Operatives

-26TABLE 8
EMIGRATION FROM CANADA TO THE UNITED STATES BY
LABOUR FORCE STATUS AND INTENDED OCCUPATION

1946-1962

LABOUR FORCE-STATUS AND
INTENDED OCCUPATION

TOTAL 194():1962
PERCENTAGE

NUMBER

Destined for U.S. Labour Force:
Managerial

21,907

7.5

Professional

69,881

23.8

Clerical and Sales

74,257

25.2

Craftsmen and Foremen

50,615

17.2

Operatives

31,026

10.5

Service

26,219

8.9

2,122

0.7

18,094

6.2

294,121

100.0

Farm Labour
Unskilled Labour
Total
Emigrant Workers as Percentage of
Grand Total

50.3

Not Destined for U.S. Labour Force:
Status
Housewives

*

Children
Others

*

Total

290,663

Grand Total

584 784

Source:

Immigration and Naturalization Service, U.S. Department of
Justice, Washington, D.C.

Note:

*Figures not available.

-27and managerial occupations comprised respectively 10.5 and

7.5

per cent of the Canadian workers emigrating to the United States.
unskilled workers accounted £or only a small percentage (6.2) of
the Canadian workers who le£t the country.

The largest numbers of emigrant professionals were nurses,
draftsmen and designers, engineers and physicians in that order.
The magnitude o£ the drain o£ Canadian professional manpower is
shown by the percentages in Table 9.

It reveals that the most

important losses occurred among chemists, chemical engineers,
nurses, draftsmen and designers, mechanical engineers and physicians:
the very ones to which immigration contributed significantly.

Hence,

the strategic nature of immigration is to maintain the balance of
skilled labour of the Canadian labour force.

The relatively high rate of prosperity and employment in the
United Kingdom and in Europe has made it difficult for Canada to
recruit from overseas well-trained manpower at the professional
and technical levels.

However, Canada has intensified its efforts

to attract skilled labour to meet Canadian needs, and the flow of

(4)
immigrant professionals has maintained itself at a very high level.
Based on trends, it can be expected that the flow o£ immigrant
professionals will remain at about the current level within the
foreseeable future.

(4)
See D.B.s., Canada Year Book, 1966, Queen,s Printer, ottawa, P. 222,
for immigration policy and administration in Canada.

-28TABLE 9

CANADIAN

PROFESSIONALS ADMITTED TO THE UNITED

STATES

BY INTENDED OCCUPATION 1950-1962, AS A PERCENTAGE
OF THE CANADIAN LABOUR FORCE 1961
a

b

EMIGRANT

OCCUPATION

PROFESSIONALS
1950-1962

CANADIAN
LABOUR FORCE
1961

(a) AS
PERCENTAGE

OF (b)

2,872

30,670

9.4

359

2,940

12.2

Chemists

1,274

6,144

20.7

Dentists

153

5,469

2.8

3,637

20,623

17.6

Chemical Engineers

508

2,996

17.0

Mining Engineers

122

2,349

5.2

Civil Engineers

734

11,917

6.2

Electrical Engineers

1,227

8,763

14.0

Mechanical Engineers

1,337

8,137

16.4

15,516

61,699

25.1

Physicians and Surgeons

2,670

21,290

12.5

Teachers and Professors

5 2 005

189 2 172

3.1

Accountants
Architects

Draftsmen and Designers

Graduate Nurses

Source:

Immigration and Naturalization Service, U.S. Department of
Justice; and Census of Canada, 1961, Bulletin 3.1-3,
Table 3, PP. 6-2.

-29As for emigration, supposing no radical changes in
government policy on the part of Canada or the United States
~•••• pJaae

that would restrain the flow, we can expect

emigration of professionals to the United States to continue
its slightly upward trend.

With immigration of professionals

expected to maintain itself while emigration to the United
States continues to rise, the result will be that net immigration
of professionals as a proportion of total new supplies will
decline, and thus show a net loss in certain professional fields.
This situation has already developed in the case of engineers,
nurses, draftsmen and designers.

This implies that relatively

more professional and skilled workers will have to be trained in
Canada to meet the expected requirements.

-30Chapter 2
THE LABOUR FORCE IN CANADA

The people who are economically active at a particular
moment of time constitute the labour force.

The technical

definition as used in the censuses, and in the periodic official
"Labour Force Surveystr conducted since 1946, refers to those 14
years of a ge or over who actually have a job or who are looking for
work.

In addition to wage and salary workers, the labour force

also includes employers, self-employed, and unpaid family workers.
The corner grocer is an example of the self-employed; his wife or
children who help him in the store typify the unpaid family workers.
Excluded are housewives at home, retired people and students, as
well as persons in institutions.

In 1966 the Canadian labour force exceeded 7.7 million people,
as compared with 4.5 million just prior to the war, 3.9 million at
the end of the 1920's, and fewer than 2 million at the beginning of
this century (see Table 10).

An expanding labour force is not the

only striking aspect of the current picture.

Wartime and postwar

changes in the structure of the Canadian economy have altered· the
way in which the Canadians earn their living.

To a large degree,

these changes represent an acceleration of the increasing relative
importance of non-agricultural industries in the Canadian economy.
Agriculture, the leading industry for long, has now been replaced by
manUfacturing as the chief source of livelihood for Canadians.

Other

TABLE 10
GROWTH OF THE CANADIAN LABOUR FORCE

1~01-1~61* (Thousands)

INT~:RCENSAL GROWTH

LABOUR FORCE
~lale

Female
Number
Percentage

Percentage Cpange

Census
Year

.

Number

Percentage

1901

1, )44.9

86,7

2)7.9

1).)

1,7s2.a

1911

2,))8,8

86.6

)64.8

1).4

1921

2,67).)

84,)

489.1

19)1

),2)2.)

a3.o

3,676.6

Average Annual Rate
Total
Male
Female

-·-

}iale

Female

Total

2,72),6

)2.7

)),)

)2.8

4.)

4.4

4.J

1).)

),164.4

1).4

J4.1

16.2

1.)

).0

1.)

b6),J

17.0

3,917.6

21.6

36.0

2).8

2.0

J,l

2.2

81.'

8)4.0

18.;

4, )10,6

13.0

2).4

1).1

1.2

2.)

1.4

),36).1

80.2

832.8

19.8

4,19?.9

).4

2).2

7.1

0.3

2.)

0.(

19)1

4,0)1.0

77.1

1,16).9

22.)

;,214.9

10.1

40.0

1).6

1.0

3.4

1.)

(4)
19)1

3,962.)

l?.b

1,146.8

22.4

),109.1

(,8

31.)

1).3

0.8

).2

1.2

1961

4,?81.8

?2.2

1,760.)

27.8

6,)42.)

1).1

)1.2

21.6

1.2

4.2

2.0

(1)
1941
(2)
1941

Total

(3)

Source: D.B.S. Census Data of Canada

North~rest

Note: *Not including Yukon and
Territories. 10 years of age and over
over in 1921 to 19)1; 1) years of age and over in 1961.

in 1901 to 1911; 14 years of age and

(3)

(l)
Including Persons on Active Service

(2)

Including Newfoundland

(4)
Not including persons on Active Service

Not including Newfoundland.

-32important changes include the sharp expansion in the number of
women in the labour force, and the increasing number of clerical
and professional workers which a complex system of large-scale
production and distribution danands.

The purpose of this chapter

is to discuss some of the chief aspects of the growth and changing
structure of the labour force.

Growth of the Labour Force
The working force has grown from 1.8 million in 1901 to 6.3
million in 1961, or an increase of almost 260.0 per cent as compared
with a 240.0 per cent increase in the total population of Canada
during the same period (see Tables 1 and 10).

There have been times

when the rate of growth of the labour force was significantly higher
than that of the population.

This was particularly true in the first

decade of this century, when many adult immigrants greatly boosted the
Canadian labour force.

In the decade 1900-1911, the average annual

rate of population growth amounted to 3.1 per cent as compared with
4.3 per cent in the labour force.

During the 1920's, the rate of

growth of the labour force was again somewhat higher than that of the
population.

The depressed economic condition of the

1930~s

gave rise

to low intercensal average annual rates of growth, both for the
population and the labour force.

During the decade

rate of growth of the labour force was 1.2 per cent
the 1. 7 p er cent of growth of the population.

1941-1951, the
as compared with

During the last decade

1951-1961, the labour force expanded at an annual rate of 2.0 per cent
as compared with 2. 7 per cent of population growth.

However, during

the latter part of the last decade the labour force began to increase

-33more rapidly reflecting higher birth rates and net migration during
the war and immediate post-war years.

Over the whole period

l901-1961, the male labour force has tripled while the female
labour force has increased seven times:

as a result, the share

of women in the labour force has more than doubled from 13.3 per
cent in 1901 to 27.8 per cent in 1961 (see Chart 2).

The expansion of female participation in the labour force
corresponds with the industrial - development in Canada, social and
cultural changes, and the increasing urbanization of the population.
The development of service industry, the use of machinery, the
rationalization of industrial processes, and the growth of commercial
and financial activities, have all helped create greater job
opportunities for women.

In addition, employment of women has

increased with the expansion of social security programs and
government services which require large numbers of administrative
and clerical workers.

These developments will become clear when we

examine in detail the labour force participation by sex, and the
industrial and occupational distribution of the Canadian labour force.

Labour-Force-Participation Rates

The labour-force-participation rate is defined as the percentage

(1)

of the population of working age that is in the labour force.

(1)
Definition p r oVl•ct e dby DB
• • S • , ott awa.

The
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LABOUR FORCE IN CANADA
1901.-1961
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-35definition of the working-age population has changed over time
from 10 years of age and over in 1901 and 1911 census years to 14
years of age and over from 1921 to 1951; and 15 years of age and
over in the 1961 census.

The trends in participation rates are

TABLE 11
LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES BY SEX, CANADA
1901-1961

Census Year

Male

Participation Rates
Female

Total

1901

83.4

13.5

49.3

1911

88.0

16.0

55.0

1921

86.7

17.2

53.4

1931

85.3

19.1

53.7

1941

83.9

20.2

53.0

1951

80.8

23.6

52.4

1961

75.9

29.4

52.8

Source:

Table 10

shown in Table 11.

The data from 1921 to 1961 show a high degree of

stability in the over-all ratio:

about 53.0 per cent of the population

14 years of age and over has regularly been classified as being in the
labour force.

But this over-all stability is the result of opposite

trends in the male and female participation rates.

The male rate has

declined steadily since 1921 While the female rate has increased
sharply.
Table 12.

This divergence will now be examined and presented in

1946-1962

(1)

Age Group

By S~x

(1)

{2)
1950

19,2

19?4

19?6

19)8

1960

1962

)).~

)2,8

)0.2

48.1

4).6

4).0

)9.6

~).0

92.9

92,0

~1. 7

91.6

91.2

89.0

96.9

9(.8

n.J

9(.6

97.9

97.9

97.6

J)-44

98.1

97.9

97.)

97.6

9/.9

97.7

97.8

4?·?4

96.0

9).9

9).1

96.0

96.1

96.4

9),6

86,8

86,;

8).4

86.4

87.1

86,8

86,1

1946

1948

Male
14-1~

60,;

)7.9

20-24
88,9

~2.1

2)-)4
97.1

~J.4

~8.0

9).0

))-64

6; and Over

47.)

44.0

40.4

)6,7

)),2

J4,1

)2.2

)0,2

28.4

TOTAL

8),1

8),1

84.0

8).4

82,2

82.2

81.7

00,8

79.)

14-1~

J7.7

33.)

33.0

3),1

)),6

33.~

32.1

32.6

31.0

20-24

48.0

4?.4

46.4

47.1

46.6

41.1

41.4

48.1

49.1

24.0

24.1

24.4

2).1

26,2

27,J

28.3

3)-44

20,;

22,;

22,1

23.8

26.2

29.4

31.0

4)-?4

18.9

20,6

211, t

24.4

2'1·5

)0.4

33.3

13.2

13.4

14.0

1).9

19.0

21.2

23.8

Female

2)-)4
23.2

1).3

22.8

16.2

))-64
6;

and Over

Total

;.o

).1

4.2

3.9

),(

4.;

).2

;.;

;.;

24.(

23.;

23.2

23.7

23.(

24.9

26.3

28,0

29.1

Source: D.B.S.J Special Surveys Division, Ottawa .

-37Male Participation Rate:

The most significant change during

the period 1946-1962 has been in the participation of those aged
14-19 years.

In the immediate post-war years, about three-fifths

in this age group were either working or looking for work.

Today,

however, the need and desire to obtain more education, together
with the comparative scarcity of jobs for males in the 14-19 age
group, account for 39.6 per cent o.f this group being in the labour
market in 1962.

It may be expected that this trend will continue

because o.f growing demand for skilled and professional manpower,
and the increased ability of many families to finance education.

At the other end of the male-age spectrum, 65 years of age and
over, the increasing number of pension plans, the rising ability of
younger people to support older ones, the secular shifts o.f the labour
force (particularly out of primary industries), together with a
shortage o.f jobs for older workers, have induced many men to withdraw
completely from the labour force, When they reach the retirement age.
Consequently in 1962, 28.4 per cent of men in this age group were
working and looking for work as compared with 47.5 per cent in 1946.
Part of this reduction, however, is due to enforcement of compulsor.y
retirement.

However, these two tendencies (declining participation rates o.f
young men of 14-19 years of age and of older workers of 65 years o.f
age and over) together with a higher proportion of men 20-24 years of
age seeking further education and training, have caused the decline in

-3Sthe over-all male participation rate.

This changing pattern of

male participation has also moderated the over-all growth of the
labour force during recent years, and hence kept unemployment rates
below levels that would otherwise have occurred.

Female Participation Rates:

Despite a

sli~pt

tendency for

women in the 14-19 age group to withdraw from the labour force, the
participation rates of women in all other age groups have increased
as shown in Table 12.

The highest female participation rate for the

period 1946-1962 is found in the 20-24 age group, because it is more
usual for women of this age group to work, and because of an increase
in the participation of young women who remain in the labour market

(2)

after marriage.

The percentage of women in the 20-54 age group entering the labour
force has been increasing steadily between 1950 and 1962.

The same

tendency is noted for women in the 55-64 age group, while the
participation rate for women 65 years of age and over
moderate increase.

sh~ved

only a

It should also be noted that a much smaller

proportion of women of this age group was in the labour force as
compared with men of the same age group.

An important factor in the marked

percentage increase of

females in the aggregate labour force has been the increase in the
(2)

Department of Labour, Women at Work in Canada, Ottawa, 1958; ibid.,
Married Women v1orking for Pay in Eight Canadian Cities, Ottawa, 1958.

-39number of married women in the labour market (see Table 13).
By 1961, married women accounted for 49.8 per cent of the total

TABLE 13
(1)

FEMALE LABOUR FORCE BY MARITAL STATUS
CANADA, 1941-1961

1941( 2 )

FEMALE
MARITAL STATUS

Number

1961

1951

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent

Single

665,623

79.9

723,433

62.1

747,267

42.3

Married

85,633

10.3

348,961

30.1

879,141

49.8

Widowed

56,964

6.8

78,672

6.8

ll7,592

6.6

Divorced

24,582

3.0

13,255

1.1

22,332

1.3

100.0 1,766,332

100.0

832,840

TOTAL

Source:
Note:

(3)

100.0 1,164,321

D.B.S., Census Data of Canada

(1)

Excluding Newfoundland prior to 1951 and the Yukon and
Northwest Territories.

(2)

Excluding women in Active Service.

(3)

Including conjugal conditions not stated.

female labour force as compared with 10.3 per cent in 1941 and 30.1
per cent in 1951.

In the older age groups of women, there has been

an increasing tendency for mothers to seek employment after their

children have grown up.

There is also a growing tendency for wives

to remain in the labour force in order to supplement the family income.

-40The participation o£ married women in the labour force is
in£luenced by employment prospects and by availability o£ part-time
jobs.

The latter have increased because o£ the growth of service

industries and retail trade.

Increased life expectancy after

child-bearing, coupled with earlier marriages and earlier families,
compact homes furnished with labour-saving devices, together with
the availability o£ processed foods, have contributed to an easier
domestic li:fe and longer working-life £or married women.

The

reduction in average hours of work at home enables married women to
work part-time and still discharge domestic responsibilities.
Changing attitudes and the social climate towards the employment o£
married women are also responsible £or the increase in the proportion
of working married women, as shown in each succeeding census year in
Table 13.

Industrial Distribution o£ the Labour Force
The industrial basis o£ the Canadian economy has been broadened
over the past £ew decades.

At present, the Canadian industry is moving

rapidly from the primary and secondary stages to the tertiary,
characterized by the rapid growth o£ such sectors as public utilities,
trade, finance, real estate, and services, both private and public.
The industrial shift is the consequence of changing patterns o£ domestic
and foreign demands, and new technology.

Naturally, the industrial

composition of the Canadian labour force has consequently been
remoulded.

The substantial grol-tth of commerce and services, the

-urelatively slow development o£ manufacturing, and a decline in the
primary industries such as agriculture, fishing and forestry, have
influenced the direction of new entrants to the labour force and
resulted in the shifting of workers from declining to growing
industries.

The numerical distribution of the labour force by sex and by
major industry group for the census years 1931-1961 is shown in
Table 14 and Chart 3.

The major industry group may be classified

into two principal categories:
industries.

goods-producing and service-producing

The goods-producing industries, including agriculture,

fishing and trapping, forestry, mining, manufacturing and construction,
have declined relatively in terms of employment, while serviceproducing industries, including public utilities, trade, finance and
real estate, and service proper, have became more significant as job
providers.

Much of this growth of service-producing industries has

reflected the increased importance of social and personal services.

Between 1931 and 1961, goods-producing industries increased
their total employment by 26.0 per cent, and their percentage share
in the total labour force declined from 58.0 per cent to 45.0 per cent
during the same period.

On the other hand, the service-producing

industries more than doubled their employment, and by 1961 they had
assumed a dominant relative position in the total labour force.
Indeed, between 1951 and 1961, almost all the increase in employment

TABLE 14

(1)
NlJlliERICAL DISTRIBUTICN OF THE LABOUR FORCE BY SEX AND MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS,

19)1-1961

(Thousands)

Male

Industrial Group

)2)2,)
All Industries
Agriculture
1099.8
Forest Operations(2))

)

96.8

19)1
Female
oc;.;
24.2

Total

Male

J911.o
1124.0

3Jo3.1
10o),O
93.2

0,8

)0,1

23.6
248.2

0,4
122,8
1,8
1,6

249.8

n .4
184.1
23.6
218.1

2)4,)
302,)
)2.0

22.1
8).1
8,8

211.2
387.6
60.8

246.8
3)2.2
84,)

2)0.?

7o.3

326.8

261.1

61.4
321.1

2).0
3(1.4

92.4
699.1

101.4

148.1

249.)

94.1
1).2
111.0

1).4
2.4
211.4

109,)
1(,6

lo).)

),I

61.3
33?.4
98.1
9.1
109.2
14.;
103.8
4J.,l .

71.?
600.8

832,8
19.1
Oo)

Total

Male

ltl9).9
1082.1

40)1,0

93.6

191.9
121.)

19;1
Female
no;,9
)),1
2.3

1961
Female

Total

Male

)214.9
821.0
129.8

4?81.8
)60,9
106.3

18.1
2.2

)0.1
10).8
1;oo.1
61.8
3)0,9

)4,1

0,,

114.1
1118.0
62.0
4)4,)

4.1
308,8

J4,6
118.8
1486.8

8.4
11.)

10.3
466.0

402.1
{10,1
19),)
)14,6

391.9

63.3
298.9
)2.7
246.2

4;),2

124.3
810.6
22).;

104.6
837.1

17.9
310,1
28.1
1o1.1
116.3

42.1
93.)
11.1

1100,;

Total
oJ42,J
639.6
108,)

n .o

&

Fishing Trapping )
Mining
Manufacturing
Electricity
Construction
Transportation
Conununication
Trade:
rllio1esale
Retail
Finance and Real
Estate
Service:
Cormnunity J(2)
Business )
Government
Recreation
Personal
Industry Not Stated

19U
Female

11.9
l23.o
2),4

0,4
o.o
181.3
2.0

1.)

)1.1
93.0
9oc,o
2;,6
220,2

)0,3
101.)
108),9
;o,;
344.8

0.4

2,)
214.8
).3
6,0

&

322.4
169.2

19,8
112,8
1),8

no

28,4
461.6
16;.1
3.1
28.0
3,1
262.3
4.9

266,6

48.8

4o?,o
100,3

3)3.9
498,4
1)9,1

364.1

339.3

211. I
3o.4
11>.3

89.7
7no
263,8
12.2

80,0
)0),8

64.0
;oo.1

144.0
100),9

136.9
40.)

311.1
)8,9

179.3

234.8
18.4
;J.o

21.1

(,0

121.4

186.3
1),0

137.2
11.6
366.1
46.0

?4.?

629.0
240.1

3~.0

232.9
28,(
313.1

0(,)

4].),3

921.9
292.7

6);,2
228.8
1647.1
o40.8
120,0
404.2
39.8

2".2

442.9

4J.,9

1)8,2

Source: D.B.S., Census Data and Employment and Occupation Section, Industries were rearranged on the basis of the 1~)1 classification,
Note:

(1)14 years of age and over for 1~31 to 19?1; and 1) years and over for 19cl, Not including armed forces. Not including Yukon
and Northwest Territories, Newfoundland included in 19?1 and 1~61.
(2)separate figures for Forestry and Fishing, Community and Business Services not available for

1~31,

LA.OOUR FORCE BY MAJOR IliDUSTRIES, 1931-1961

AGRICULTURE~lgll:'?f'61:--------11 1931

FORESTRY*

~ij~P~Ml

I

MINING

~

MANUFACTURING

ELECTRICITY

...

CONSTRUCTIO~f

TRANSPORTATION&
COMMUNICATION
TRADE
FINANCE :i
REAL ESTATE
SERVICE
0

200

400

Source: Table 14
*
Figures not available for 1931.
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-44was accounted for by the service sector.

This suggests that

technology and automation may have placed a ceiling on employment
in the goods-producing industries, despite the pressure of
increasing population and military expenditure.

Technological

progress has, therefore, profoundly affected the type of work
opportunities available in the future.

Another significant

consequence of this shift in the industrial structure of the Canadian
economy has been the rapid increase in job opportunities for women.
Generally speaking, automation and mechanization have been less
effectively applied in service-producing industries than in
goods-producing industries, and this largely accounts for the
relative employment shift.

Over three-quarters of all women

employed in 1961 were working in service-producing industries;
their number increased from 514,000 in 1931 to 1,344,000 in 1961,
or 142.0 per cent.

Female employment increased in financial business

such as banks and insurance companies, in retail trade, in some
sectors of transportation such as air transport, and in communication.
Female employment increased most in community services such as schools,
hospitals and social agencies, in government, and in personal services
such as laundries, dry cleaning establishments, hotels and restaurants.

Similarly, though to a lesser degree, the increase in employment
opportunities occurred mainly in the service-producing industries.

Between 1931 and 1961, the number of men employed in service
industries increased by 88.0 per cent as contrasted with only a 16.0
per cent increase in male employment in goods-producing industries.

-45The greatest concentration of male employment in serviceproducing industries in 1961 was in trade, public utilities and
government service.

Looking at the main industry group bet1-veen 1931 and 1961,
(3)
the basic change has been the decline in agricultural employment,
particularly during the post-war period, which experienced steadily
growing volume of agricultural output.

Between 1931 and 1961 about

half a million farm jobs were lost as a result of mechanization of
agricultural production.

The consolidation of farms into larger units,

particularly since 1945, led to the disappearance of under-employment
in the agricultural sector.

Other primary industries have generally maintained their relative
position as job providers.

Some decline in employment in fishing and

forestry was due to technological advance and shifts in consumers 1
spending patterns.

In mining, during the more recent past, coal and

uranium have been depressed.

But an expansion of the natural resource

products, particularly oi.l and natural gas, involved significant increase
in employment.

Resource development after the war led to a considerable

expansion in other industries such as manufacturing and

p~'Ver,

and thus

led indirectly to greater employment outside the resource industries.

Manufacturing increased its proportion of total emploJment from
18.5 per cent in 1931 to 23.1 per cent in 1961.

Manufacturing, as a

(3)

Department of Labour, Trends in Agricultural Labour Force in
Canada, 1921-1959, Ottawa, 1960.

-46source of employment, surpassed agriculture in the early forties.
During the Second World War, heavy industries such as iron and
steel, electrical apparatus, chemical, aluminum, aircraft and truck
manufacturing and ship-building greatly expanded.
estimated that at the peak

o~

It has been

the war effort in 1943, about three

out of five persons employed in manufacturing were producing war
materials, and that in the post-war period, about two-thirds of the

(4)
industrial war structure was adapted to peacetime uses.

Employ-

ment has continued moderately upward during the last decade in such
industries as food and beverages, tobacco products, chemicals, and
telecommunication equipment.

It has declined, however, in durable

goods industries producing for consumers and industrial capacity.

Public utilities such as electricity, transportation and
communication have largely maintained their relative share of the
labour force, though there was some decrease in employment in
railways as a result of improved technology.
was the

shi~t

A more notable change

in employment in internal trade from 9.9 per cent in

1931 to 14.6 per cent of the labour force in 1961.
took place in finance and real estate business.

A similar trend

Heavy investment in

new industrial capacity, power projects and housing during the
post-war years were reflected in the larger volume
employment.
shi~t

o~

construction

Finally, the service-industry proper showed a pronounced

from 17.9 per cent of the labour force inl9Jl to 26.0 per cent

in 1961.

(4)

O.J. Firestone, Canada's Economic Development 1867-1953, London,
1956.

-47Generally, these trends in the industrial distribution
of the labour force in Canada may continue; this would mean a
further decrease in the proportion of the labour force employed
in agriculture, and a further increase in the service industries.
Largely owing to the impact of technology and automation, less
people would find employment in the construction and primary
manufacturing industries.

We are now in a position to examine the occupational
distribution of the labour force in order to obtain a clearer
picture of the extent and nature of the Canadian laoour force in the
last three decades.

Occupational Distribution of the Labour Force
The occupational classification o£ the labour force groups
together all individuals of a given profession or craft, irrespective
of the industries in which they may be working.

Industrial changes

have caused occupational regroupings and variations in the relative
importance of different occupations in the Canadian labour force.
The occupational pattern of employment during the past three decades
is shown in Table 15 and Chart 4.

Table 15 shows that of the 6,342,300 men and women in the labour
force in 1961, 3B.6

pe~

cent were in white-collar occupations, while

34.9 per cent were in the manual category.
as follows:

The remainder were divided

service occupations, 10.8 per cent; agriculture and

TABLE 1'
NUMERICAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LABOUR FORCE BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP, CANADA

1~31-1~61
(Thousands)

Major
Occupation
Group

Percentage Share
of Labour Force

Thousands

Percentage Change

1~31·1~61

1~31

1%1

1~)1

1~61

1~31

1~@

1~;1

1~61

3, ~21.8

4,1~6.0

),214. ~

6,342.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100,0

~;8.2

1,0)8.{

1,6~0.6

2,446.~

24.4

2),2

32.;

38.6

1)).0

1,323.4

1,401.)

1,~6;.;

2,213.3

33.8

33.4

31.6

34.~

0{,)

Service

363.8

43~.7

446.0

683.~

~.3

10,,

8,6

10,8

~o.o

Primary

1,274.8

1,284.6

1,0>0.1

830.2

32.;

30.6

20.1

13.1

.. 34.)

1.1

11.4

64.7

168,0

Less

0.)

1.2

2.6

All Occupations
White Collar
~lanual

Not Stated

Than

0.0) ~

Source: D.B.S., Census Data and Occupation and Employment Section,
Note:

14 years of age and over for 1~31·1~)1; 1) years of age and over for 1~61,
Not including Yukon and Northwest Territories; including Newfoundland in 1~)1 and 1~61,

-49CHART 4
LABOUR FORCE BY MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUP IN CANADA

l.931.-1.95l.
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f

1961.

30

1.93~

l.O ,
I

oL
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Source: Tabl.e 15

-50resource workers, 13.1 per cent; and not stated, 2.6 per cent.
We shall now examine in detail the development of the labour force
in each major occupational group during the period 1931-1961.

White-Collar Group:

This occupational group comprises

proprietary and managerial, professional and technical, clerical,
commercial and financial.

It includes most of the workers whose

jobs primarily involve mental rather than physical effort.

Over the period 1931-1961, this occupational group increased
at a faster rate, both absolutely and relatively, than other groups.
In absolute terms, the increase in employment amounted to 1.5 million.
In percentage terms, it increased by 155.0 per cent.

The rate of

employment growth in this group was particularly high (24.3 per cent)
during the decade 1941-1951.

As a result of this fast rate of growth,

the white-collar share of the labour force increased from 24.4 per
cent in 1931 to 38.6 per cent in 1961.

The changes in occupational structure may be attributed to the
industrial changes.

As some industries expand more rapidly than

others, the occupational groups which predominate in these industries
also expand more rapidly; and indeed, this has been a very important
factor contributing to the changes in the occupational structure of
the labour force.

It is apparent, for example, that this factor has

been responsible for a large part of the over-all increase in the
proportion of white-collar workers.

A large part of the relative

-51increase was due to the expansion of sectors such as government,
community service, banking, insurance, retail and wholesale trade.
All these employ large numbers of people in the white-collar group.
The employment growth was also due to the expansion of recordkeeping and "paper-workrr required to meet the complex requirements
of modern business organization.

Another important factor responsible for the substantial
increase of the labour force in the white-collar group was the rise
( 5)
of female participation.
Since the 1870's, when typewriters were
first introduced into offices, women have operated them.

As the

size of business enterprises has increased over the years, the amount
of paper work and filing has increased many fold, creating a greater
demand for clerical personnel.

About four-fifths of the increase in

the female labour force between 1951 and 1961 were absorbed in only
four occupations:
commercial.

clerical, personal service, professional, and

The rising trend of employment in this white-collar

group is expected to continue, owing to expansion of secondary and
tertiary industries employing relatively larger number of such
workers, and to increased use of professionals in all industries
because of the increasing complexity of organisation.

Manual Group:
sub-groups:

In this occupational category, there are four

manufacturing and mechanical, construction, labourers

( 5)

Department of Labour, Women at Work in Canada, Queen's Printer,
Ottawa, 1964.

-52outside the primary industries, transportation and communications.
This group includes the bulk of the physical work performed in the
non-primary industries.

This group increased at less than half the rate of the
white-collar group over the period 1931-1961.

It showed a gain in

employment of 5.1 per cent between 1931 and 1941, but increased by
40.0 per cent during the period 1941-1951, and 12.7 per cent during
the most recent decade.

The over-all rate of employment growth of

67.3 per cent, during the period 1931-1961, was the smallest for any
occupational group, with the exception of the declining primaryindustry occupational group.

The rise of employment in this category was due to a general
expansion of the secondary manufacturing industry.

During the Second

World War, heavy industries such as iron and steel, electrical apparatus,
chemical, aluminum, aircraft and truck manufacturing and ship-building
greatly expanded; this economic expansion led to increased employment
of manual workers.

In the post-war years, there was a sharp expansion

of construction, transportation and communication.

There was also

increased demand from business or households for automatic control
systems, electronic computers, data processing machines, and integrated
materials handling and processing equipment, and equipment used in
certain service industries such as the telephone and transportation
industries.

As a result, the expansion of capital-goods industries to

meet this mounting demand has given rise to greater employment of skilled,
semi-skilled and unskilled workers.

Furthermore, since 1946, there has

been an increase in construction of apartment houses, dwellings,

-53highways, airports,

water-~rorks,

hospitals; all this expansion
a rising employment

or

or

schools, universities, and
construction has contributed to

manual occupations or workers, such as

electricians, roremen, mechanics and repairmen, machinists, truck
and bus drivers, telephone operators, etc.

Service Group:

or

This occupational group includes the type

work outside the proressional area, where labour is purchased directly
by the ultimate consumers.

The sub-groups within this category are

personal and domestic, protective and others.

This group increased

its employment by about 90.0 per cent over the period 1931-1961, adding
320,100 workers to the labour force.

Its share

or

the labour force

increased from 9.3 per cent in 1931 to 10.8 per cent in 1961.

The

workers in this service group are mainly housekeepers, janitors,
barbers, hairdressers, manicurists, laundries, cleaners, waiters and
waitresses, hotel and private household workers.

The steadily rising employment in personal services for the
last three decades was mainly due to the rise in per capita real
income and the growth of urbanization.

There is a very close

relationship between the real income, demand for services and
employment.

As per capita real income

or

a family increases, the

demand ror more education, health and recreation services usually
tends to increase because the ramily can afford the additional
expense; and the increase in aggregate demand ror services will
course increase employment in the service occupations.

Another

or

-54important factor responsible for the rising employment in the
service category is the growth of urbanization in Canada.
Concurrently with the growth of Canadian population there have
been shifts from farms and rural non-farm areas to urban centers,
particularly to metropolitan areas since the turn of this century.
The rise of urbanization has generated the growth of service
industries, such as community, business, recreation, and personal.
This in turn has led to increased demand for workers in personal
services.

Primary-Industry

Grou~:

This occupational group comprises

agricultural, fishing and hunting, logging and mining workers.

Here

employment increased by 0.8 per cent between 1931 and 1941; but it
declined by 18.3 per cent during i94l-1951, and 20.9 per cent for
the period 1951-1961.

Over the whole period 1931-1961, the share of

the labour force in this category dropped from 32.5 to 13.1 per cent.

The obvious factors responsible for the substantial decline of
the labour force in the primary-industry group were mechanization,
consolidation, and improved processes of production.
responsible for the exodus of labour

Other factors

from this occupational category

were the higher wages, fewer working hours and better working conditions
prevailing in secondary and service industries.

Because of lower

productivity per man-hour and the onerous nature of the work,
agriculture, fishing and logging have never been able to obtain

-55comparable wage and working conditions.

Furthermore, the

acquisition of more education and the increased employment
opportunities in the urban areas have made these occupations
less attractive to young people; large numbers, particularly
women, have migrated to urban communities.

In summary, as the Canadian economy matures, relatively
more people are required to administer and co-ordinate the
production and distribution of goods.

More people are also

needed for the financing, insuring and other services.

The

increasing automation and mechanization of production in the
non-primary industries is likely to increase white-collar
occupations and depress the primary-industry occupations.

In

turn, the increase of white-collar occupations will require
highly skilled and educated manpower.

Finally, the study of occupational trends has implications
for economic development in general, and investment in human
resources in particular.

We have shown that shifts are occurring

away from the manual and primary sectors toward those which demand
for more for.mal education, and greater and more versatile skills.
( 6)
Professor Harbinson
has observed that "As any industrial society
( 6)
S.E. Hill and F. Harbinson, Manpower and Innovation in American
Industry, Princeton University, 1959, P. 3.

-56advances, it becomes increasingly dependent upon the brains and
much less dependent upon the brawn of its working forceu.

This implies that we will be called upon to devote much
more of our resources to education and training.

In addition, more

time will be required to learn the requisite skills and knowledge
by those about to enter the labour force.

It will also take a

longer period to readapt or retrain those people whose occupations
( 7)
are no longer in demand.

Future Prospects:

We can expect an even more rapid rate of

occupational shifts within the Canadian labour force in the next
decade.

All evidence suggests that positive substitution of

high-level human resources for unskilled or semi-skilled manual
labour and routine clerical labour is almost certain to increase.
The major reasons for the continuation of these occupational changes
may be summarized as follows:
(1)

The continuing shift from an agricultural economy to one

that is predominantly industrial;
(2)

The continuing rapid acceleration in the rate of

technological progress, organizational structure and administrative
techniques;
(3)

The expansion in Canada's scientific research and develop-

mental activities;

(?)
Noah M. Meltz, Factors Determining Occupational Trends in the
Canadian Economy, The Canadian Political Science Association, 33rd
Annual Meeting, June 1961.
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(4)

The growing demand for educational, health and other

services which are largely provided by professional and technically
trained personnel;
(5)

The increasing size and complexity of business and

government organizations which will entail greater professionalization of management with more emphasis on specialized skills.

-58Chapter 3
UNE1"1PLOYNENT IN CANADA

Unemployment is, in general, the result of a divergence
between the demand for labour and its supply.

But unemployment

is not an absolute or unique concept and is subject to a number

(l)
of interpretations;

therefore, the definition of an unemployed

person depends on the test that is applied .
of Statistics defines an unemployed

"~tlorker

and who actively sought and was able to

The Dominion Bureau
as one uho has no job

~mrk

during the enumeration

week .

In an advanced industrial economy, unemployment stems from
many sources .

wben the unemployment rate reaches an intolerable
(2)

level of 5 . 0 per cent or more,

the total pool of the unemployed

includes frictional, cyclical, structural, and seasonal unemployment .
Examination of unemployment in Canada will be focussed on seasonal
and structural unemployment, as v-1ell as manpower and employment
policies .

ve shall first examine the extent and nature of unemploy-

ment in Canada .

(l)

S. Ostry, The De~inition and Measurement of Unemployment, The
Senate of Canada, ~roceedings of the Special Committee on
I~npower and Employment, Vol . VI, ~ . 364.
(2)

H.D• .Joods and S. Ostry, Labour .Policy and Labour Economics in
Canada, ~acl1Lllian of Canada, Toronto, 1962, P. 35b .
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There are always some unemployed workers even in the best
(3)
Thus when 97.0 or 98.0 per cent of the labour force
of times.
is employed, this is considered to be full employment; the remaining 2.0 or 3.0 per cent are regarded as being frictionally unemployed.
Cyclical and structural unemployment cannot be neatly separated and
measured, because at any one time both are included in the total
unemployed data.

Thus the data in Table 16 cannot be used to

indicate the underlying causes of various types of unemployment,
but it shows wide fluctuations in the rates of unemployment.

Any

unemployment rate above 3.0 per cent is a matter of grave concern.
(4)

Looking at the post-war trends of unemployment,

four

distinct periods may be observed (see Table 16 and Chart 5).

The

first period from 1946 through 1953 which marked the post-war and
Korean war boom, had an average rate of unemployment of less than

3.0 per cent, and in fact represented one of the best peacetime
records in Canadian history.

The Canadian economy emerged after the

war in a far stronger position than at the beginning owing to
industrial research on a large scale, and the establishment of
(3)

Ibid., PP. 358-386.

(4)
C.L. Barber, Canada's Unemployment Problem, paper presented to the
Canadian Political Science Association, Thirty-Third Annual Meeting,
June 1961; F.T. Denton and S. Ostry, An Analysis of Post-War
Unemployment, prepared for the Canadian Council of Canada, Queen 1 s
Printer, Ottawa, 1965.

-TABLE 16
UNE!~L@~NT BY SEX IN CANADA

(Thousands)

Year

Labour
Force

Unemployed

1~~0

Jl~o

1)1

;so~

1~41
1~~8
1~4~

Jm

1~)0

~0~0

1~?1
1~)2
1~))

~o1o

J~o~

n

~'
122
1~~
10)

m

Unemployment
Rate

Labour
Force

J,l
2.4
2.4

1082

).1
).~

2.)

101~
1ooo
1oso
lll2

1141
1100

Unemployment
2c
18
1~
20
21
24
2o

~oo
~0)

14)

218

J,l
J,4
),1

21)

4.~

12o~

))

1(1

).~

1~)8

~oJ4

19)~
19to
1901
19o2

4ol9
41?0
4182
4820

244
Jl8
J2o

),J
8,2
1.0
8.2
8,4

1J4o
14JJ
14~J
1~49
1o)J
11Jo

2o

1~)1

4JU
44Jo
4)10

41
co
o?

o.~

11~

)9

1~)~
1~,

1~)0

4144

)88
404
JJJ

Total

Female

Male

nn

1~

12)1

)2

))
)4

Unemployment
Rate

Labour
Force

2.4
Ll
1.8
1.8

482~
4~~
4~88

2.4
2.1
2,2
Lo
2.o
2.o

?loJ

1.~
2.)
J,o

~0))

)22)
))24

?Jn
)4~J
?olD
)182
ooo;

Unemployed

Unemployment
Rate

1c;
110

J,4
2,2

114
141
1so
12o
1,
102
2)0
24)
1~1
218
~)2

2,)

J,o

0121
o228
o40J

JIJ
448

).I

0~18

4o~

J,J

ocos

J,O

Source: D.B,S,, Special Surveys Divisions,
*194o-)1 1 four-month annual average; 1~)2, five-month average; and l~)J-02 twelve-month average,
Newfoundland included since 19)0.

;n

2,8
J,c
2.~

M
),0
4,o
4.4
J,4
4.o
1.1
o.o
1.0
1.2
).~
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Source: Labour Force Survey and Canadian Statistical Review,DBS.,
Ottawa.

-62entirely new industries, such as synthetic rubber, roller bearings,
diesel engines, antibiotics, high octane gasoline, aircraft
manuiacturing and _shipbuilding.

This was .followed by a great surge

in economic activity in 1951 induced by the outbreak o.f the Korean
war.

There was a sharp rise in investment in business inventories

and in consumer purchasing.

The result was a substantial increase

in gross national output and the lowering of unemployment.

The second period, 1954-1957, witnessed a rise in the
unemployment rate averaging 4.3 per cent which reflected the slowdown in economic activity.

During this period, the slackening of

world demand caused a decline in Canadian production.

Output of

newsprint wood pulp, iron ore, lead ore, aluminum, copper and
nickle declined.

This fall in output in the resource area, in

t 4~ n,

led to the slackening of economic activity in the other industries,
and thus raised the rate of unemployment between 1954 and 1957.

The third period, 1958-1961, revealed an average rate of
unemployment of 7.0 per cent; it was more than double the rate
deemed acceptable.

The forces generating the post-war boom and the

expansion of the first half of the 1950's could not be sustained
during the latter part of the decade.

The bulk of the decline in

economic activity was concentrated in non-residential construction
and in machinery and equipment, both of which fell by 18.0 to 20.0
per cent between 1957 and 1961.

The largest decreases occurred in

-63mining, quarrying and oil wells, manuf'act uring, transportation,
storage, electric power, gas and water utilities.

The major

factors responsible for this general economic slackening during
this period were (1)

the fall in the world demand for Canada's

primary commodities; (2)

the emergence of European and Japanese

competition, especially in manufactured goods, which caused
difficulties for Canadian export of manufactures and reduced the
incentive to domestic investment.

In 1961 the Canadian economy begain to recover.

The dynamic

elements responsible for it were a rather spectacular revival of
foreign demand for Canadian products and an investment boom.

The

wheat sales to China and the Soviet Union, devaluation of the
Canadian dollar in mid-1962, and a resurgence of economic growth in
the United States and the United Kingdom, all contributed greatly to
an increase in demand for Canadian exports.

At the same time,

devaluation prevented a sharp increase in imports.

All this led to

an increase in gross national output and a steady decline in the
rate of unemployment to 3.7 per cent in 1966 (see Chart 5).

Generally, the incidence of unemployment is substantially
higher among young workers than among workers with longer periods of
active participation in the labour market.

As shown in Table 17,

the average rates of unemployment among workers under 20 years of age
were more than double those of workers in the 25-44 age group.

On

-64TABLE 17
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY AGE AND SEX IN CANADA

1951-1961

Average Percentage o:f Labour Force Unemployed
Age Group

1951-1955
Male

1956=1960

Female

Male

Female

1961
Male

Female

Under 20 years

7.8

4.2

13.5

6.5

16.6

9.0

20

24

5.5

2.4

9.8

3.0

11.8

4.1

25 -44

3.2

1.6

5.5

2.1

7.3

2.6

45- 64

3.3 )

65 and over

3.1

Source~

)
)

1.2

5.4 )
4.6

)
)

1.9

7.3 )
6.0

)
)

2.3

D.B.S., Unemployment in Canada, Ottawa, 1962, Table 4,

P. 14.

the other hand, the rates o:f unemployment among women were considerably
lower than among men.

What are the :factors responsible :for these impressive di:f:ferences
in rates of unemployment?

First, most workers under 20 years o:f age

lack experience and training.

Second, whenever layof:fs become

necessary, seniority works against the young workers.
people are more mobile.

Third, young

They have greater desire and freedom to move

about in the hope of improving their employment opportunities.

The primary reason for the lower rates of unemployment among
women of all age groups than those among males is found in the types

-65of employment they entered.

In general, positions held by women

are less subject to fluctuations than those held by men: the
largest proportion of the female labour force is employed in the
service sector, which is not only less subject to seasonal
fluctuations, but is also a rapidly expanding sector.

Further-

more, married women may tend to withdraw from the labour force as
they lose their jobs, and hence are not counted as unemployed.

It is also significant that unemployment rates tend to be much
higher for people with little formal education.

Table 18 shows that

TABLE 18

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION IN CANADA

196o
Per Cent
Persons who did not complete primary school

18.7

Persons who completed primary school but did not
Complete secondary school

8.0

Persons who completed secondary school

2.7

Source:

D.B.S., Unemployment in Canada, Ottawa, 1962, P. 20

those, who did not finish primary school, experienced an unemployment
rate of 18.7 per cent.

This is more than double the rate for those

who completed primary school, but did not complete secondary school,

-66and six times the rate for those who finished secondary school.
This relationship between unemployment and level of education was
found in all age groups, but the younger, unskilled and untrained
workers experienced a higher level of unemployment.

We should also note that unemployment is never spread out
evenly over the whole country.

Whatever the actual level of

unemployment, it affects different regions diversely.

Table 19

shows the regional unemployment rates in Canada for the period
TABLE 19
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY REGION IN CANADA

1950-1960

Region

Average Percentage of Labour Force Unemployed
1950-1954
1955-1959
1960

Atlantic

5.S

8.8

10.6

Quebec

4.1

6.8

9.1

Ontario

2.4

J.S

5.4

Prairie

2.0

J.l

4.2

British Columbia

4.2

5.3

8.7

3.3

5.1

7.0

CANADA

Source:. Senate of Canada, Final Report of the Special Committee of the
Senate on Manpower and Employment, Ottawa, June 1961, P. 61.
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The Atlantic region had the highest rate of unemployment

through the whole period.

The unemployment rate in the Prairie

region was the lowest, with Quebec just below the Atlantic region
and Ontario just above the Prairie region.

The rates of British

Columbia tended to be somewhat above the national average for the
last decade.

Regional differences in unemployment are related in some cases
to circumstances peculiar to the areas affected.

Winter weather is

a factor in certain parts of Canada, particularly in the Atlantic
region and parts of Quebec.

Many of the industries in these areas

are among those such as fishing, trapping, logging and construction,
which are most seriously affected by climatic conditions.

This

contributes greatly to the high rates of unemployment that these
areas experience each winter.

On the other hand, high transportation

costs and limitation of market size have impeded the ability of the
Atlantic region to attract new industries or to accelerate the growth
of existing industries.

Chronic local unemployment is most likely to occur in areas which
are heavily dependent on a single industry.

The area which is

industrially diversified is more likely to enjoy a stable pattern of
employment in the long run.

In a dynamic economy, it is inevitable

that some of the older industries must give way to newer ones during
the process of technological development and widespread structural

-68change.

Hence, some areas will be adversely affected unless they

have an industrial base sufficiently broad to offset the decline of
the older industries.

Seasonal Unemployment
Seasonal unemployment arises in particular industries and
trades, through seasonal variations in their activity brought about
by climatic conditions or conventional factors, such as fashions,
styles, customs, consumers ' buying habits, model changes, etc.

It

occurs annually within particular sectors of the economy, industry
or region.

Invariably, and irrespective o:f the phase of the business

cycle, the unemployment in Canada starts to increase in the fall,
slowly at first, and then more rapidly as the winter sets in.

By

about Februar,y or March a maximum is reached and then, as winter gives
way to spring, the pendulum swings back with equal predictability, and
unemployment starts to decline again.

This is repeated with almost

clock-like regularity.

In Canada, the :first quarter of the year is usually the time of
maximum average unemployment, and the third quarter is the time of
minimum average unemployment.

This is shown in Table 20.

Climate is the most fundamental cause of seasonal unemployment
in Canada.

Table 20 shows that, during the whole period 1953-1960,

the average first-quarter rate o:f unemployment was more than double

-69TABLE

20

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF LABOUR FORCE UNEMPLOYED BY
QUARTER IN CANADA

1953-1960

Annual Average

First Quarter
Average %

Third Quarter
Average%

Difference Between
First and Third
Quarters

Year

%

1953

3.0

4-3

1.9

2.4

1954

4.6

6.2

3.3

2.9

1955

4-4

7-4

2.6

4.8

1956

3.4

5.8

1.9

3.9

1957

4.6

6.1

3.2

2.9

1958

7.1

10.1

4.8

5.3

1959

6.0

9.3

3.8

5.5

1960

7.0

9.4

5.1

4.3

5.0

7.3

3.3

4.0

Average

1953-1960
Source:

The Senate of Canada, Report of the S~ecial Committee of the
Senate on Manpower and Employment, 19 1, Ottawa, Table 34,
P.

70.

the average third-quarter rate of unemployment.

This provides, however,

a good indication of the magnitude of the problem of seasonal unemployment.

If effective measures to reduce seasonal unemployment can be

found and implemented, the rewards will be great indeed in terms of the
utilization of manpower and the recovery of lost output.

-70Seasonal unemployment is concentrated in a few industrial
groups (see Table 21) •

In general industries, such as .fishing,

logging, and construction, in which outdoor activities predominate,
are the most severely a.ffected by the change o.f seasons.

In

particular, the pronounced seasonality of construction is a factor

TABLE 21
SEASONAL UNEMPLOTI:IENT BY INDUSTRIAL GROUP,

FIRST AND THIRD QUARTERS, 1959-1961

Industrial Group

Percentage o.f Labour Force
Unemployed
First Quarter
Third Quarter
Average
Average

Difference
Between
First and
Third Quarters

Forestry, Fishing, Trapping

44.0

13.5

30.5

Mining, Quarrying, Oil ?Jells

ll.l

5.0

6.1

s.s

4.9

3-9

34.7

10.0

24.7

Transportation and Other
Utilities

9.8

3.5

6.3

Trade, Finance, Service

4.8

3.0

1.8

Manufacturing
Construction

Source:

D.B.S., Unemployment in Canada, April 1962, P. 38.

of great

~portance:

the construction industry usually accounts .for
( 5)
about 40.0 per cent o.f seasonally unemployed workers.
The construction industry .finds certain operations either
more expensive in the winter months.

~possible

or much

Forestry is also seasonal, but

( 5)
The Senate o£ Canada, Proceedings of the Special Committee of the
Senate on Manpower and Employment, No. 16, 1961, Chart 6, P. 1078.

-71it accounts for only a very small percentage of total labour force.
Although forestry employment fluctuates widely and is of great
importance in some areas, its effects on total employment is very
small when one considers the country as a whole.

Fishing is another

seasonal industry, extremely important in some areas, but is only a
very small employment sector in relation to total employment.

In other major industrial groups, the seasonal swings are
much less pronounced, and in some, such as trade and finance, they
are virtually non-existent.

While the employment pattern of some

service industries, such as hotels, restaurants, and amusement
centres, is also highly seasonal, they are not important contributions
to seasonal unemployment because they employ students and housewives
in the period of their greatest demand for labour.

Students, for

example, who find work in summer resorts, will drop out of the labour
force in the autumn; housewives, who are dismissed because of seasonal
declines or for any other reason, would not bother to look for
alternative employment during the winter and withdraw from the labour
force.

To the extent that these workers do not form part of the

labour force during the winter, seasonal unemployment in service
industries is substantially reduced.

Manufacturing industry as a

whole has a relatively low rate of seasonal unemployment.

This is

certainly not true of sotne types of manufactur-ing such as the
processing of fruit, vegetables, or fish, and the manufacturing of
wood products.

-72Seasonal unemployment is a more serious problem in some areas
than in others.

Table 22 is presented to illustrate this point.
TABLE 22

SEASONAL UNEMPLOYMENT BY REGION, FIRST

AND THIRD QUARTERS, 1956-1960

First Quarter
Average %

Region

Third Quarter
Average %

Differences Between
First and Third
Quarters Average ~

Atlantic Provinces

14.3

6.1

8.2

Quebec

11.0

4.7

6.3

Ontario

5.6

3.4

2.2

Prairie Provinces

5.7

1.5

4.2

British Columbia

8.3

4.5

3.8

8.2

3.8

4.4

CANADA
Source:

The Senate of Canada, Report of the S~ecial Committee of the
Senate on Manpower and Employment, 19 1, ottawa, Table 30,
P.

74.

The amount of seasonal unemployment in a region depends upon its
industrial composition and climate.

Seasonal unemployment is highest

in the Atlantic provinces and Quebec where fishing, fish processing,

fruit and vegetables and the forestry industries combined with

construction contribute so much to the seasonal problem.

Moreover,

because of severe and prolonged winters in eastern Canada, the
seasonal trough is both deeper and longer in the Atlantic region than
in the Pacific region.

In the Atlantic provinces, the economy is far

-73less

diversi~ied;

seasonal industries dominate employment without

the counterbalancing

e~fect

of a large manufacturing sector.

Also,

much of the labour force in the Atlantic provinces and in eastern
Quebec is dispersed throughout rural areas where there may be
virtually no alternative employment opportunities in the winter.
Another complicating factor in recent years has been the
mechanization of logging which not only has reduced total employment in the industry in eastern Canada, but has also changed the
seasonal employment pattern, shifting wood operations from the
winter to fall and aggravating the seasonal unemployment in the
Atlantic region and parts of Quebec.

Seasonal unemployment is lowest in Ontario where the manufacturing and service industries dominate.

In Ontario, many workers

laid off from seasonal industries are, in normal conditions, albe to
find jobs in the manufacturing and service industries.

In the Prairie

region, seasonal unemployment is relatively low, because agriculture
does not contribute substantially to seasonal unemployment.

One

reason for this is that farming in the Prairie region is highly
mechanized and dominated by self-sufficient farm units.

Farmers and

some unpaid family workers do not wish to look for alternative employment during the winter and withdraw from the labour force.

In British

Columbia, the rate of seasonal unemployment is relatively high in the
winter.

Fishing, fish processing, canning, logging, lumbering, and

-74construction are contributors to the strong seasonal pattern in
British Columbia.

\ve now turn to examining another important aspect o:f unemployment in Canada: the structural unemployment.

Structural Unemployment
Structural unemployment arises from a permanent decline in
certain industries, such as agriculture and shipbuilding, or in
geographic areas.

It is the result of changes either in technology

or in the total demand for particular goods and services.

Structural

unemployment of the technological kind is due to changes in production
conditions which reduce the number o:f workers needed to produce a
given amount of goods.

It is o:ften called "technological unemployment",

and it may also cover unemployment caused by improvements o:f a nontechnological nature, for example, shi:fts in plant location or changes
in business organization.

The other type o:f structural unemployment

originates :from changes in the structure of total demand, either because
of the changes in consumers' preferences, tastes, changes in the nature
o:f the products, or because of a change in :foreign demand for a
country's products.

In practice, structural unemployment is usually

a result of a combination of these various factors working together.

A study of the impact of technological change and automation on
manpower in a number of firms in the electrical, electronics, heavy

-75machiner.y,

househo~d app~iances,

and

automob~e

parts industries,

indicates that apart .from absolute chang es in the
employment, there are

a~so

vo~ume

important changes in the

structure o.f the labour force.

During the period

production labour as a percentage of
83.0 to 73.0 per cent in the

~948-~958,

direct

industry, and .from 78.0 to

68.0 per cent in the household appliances industry.
industries, office employment increased.
industry, direct production labour also

occupation~

employment declined from

tot~

automob~e

o.f

But in both

In the automotive parts
dec~ined,

but to a lesser
(6)

extent, dropping from 84.0 to 78.0 per cent over the same period.

Most

technologic~

the following types_;
qu~ity

changes in industry may be classiried into

(1) new products;

(2) improvements in the

of old products to increase their marketability;

factors of production;

(4) new sources of

p~~er;

mechanization or automation of production process;
computing machines; and (7) changes in

Tab~e

p~ant

(3) new

(5) increased
(6) the use of

organization.

23 shows the frequency of technological change in the

five manufacturing industries mentioned earlier.

It is clear .from

this Table that technological change differed in each of the
( 7)
industries.
In the electrical and electronics industry, it was
( 6)

Department of Labour, Ski~led Manpower Training, Bulletin Nos. 2,
N.R. Dymond, Techno~ogical Changes and Their
Impact on Employment and Occupations, Ottawa, 1961; The Senate of
Canada, The Special Committee of the Senate on Manpower and
Employment, No. 6, 1961, Ottawa.

3, and 8, Ottawa;

( 7)

Ibid.

TABLE 2)
FREQUENCY OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN FIVE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

Auto

Auto

ApEliances

Heavy
Machinery

Parts

Mobile

)8

114

35

1~

o2

0

0

1

3

4

Electrical and
Electronics
Total
Improved Tooling

Household

Automatic and Semi-Automatic Machinery

10

23

4

8

b

Integrated Materials Handling

2

10

0

2

3

Automatic Controls

0

g

2

0

3

Changes in Product Design and/or Methods
of Fabrication

5

13

3

~

Use of New Materials

3

H

4

2

Improvement in Non-Automatic Machinery

2

3

3

41

13

Improved Hand Tools

0

0

0

0

2

Improved Materials Handling

2

.............

2

13

0

10

14

Introduction of New Product or Operation

12

11

5

4

3

Redesign and Integrated Material Handling

0

0

0

0

2

Improved Inspecting or Testing Equipment

2

3

12

0

1

Changes in Materials and Changes in
Production Techniques

0

5

1

0

1
----·-Source: The Senate of Canada, The Special Committee of the Senate on Manpower and Employment, No, 6, February 1, l~ol, Ottawa, P, 332.

-77the introduction of new products or operations.

The installation

of automatic and semi-automatic machinery was the most common type
of technological change in the household appliance industry.
Improved inspecting or testing equipment was the most frequent kind
of change in the heavy machinery industry.

Improvements in non-

automatic machinery were the most common type of technological change
in the automobile parts industr.y, while improved materials holding
and better non-automatic machinery were of approximately equal
importance in the automobile manufacturing industry.

The installation of automatic and semi-automatic machinery,
changes in product design and/or methods of fabrication, and the
introduction of new products or operations, were all types of
technological change which occurred with at least some frequency in
all five of the industries.

Some of these changes obviously involve

many more workers than others.

It appears that the deployment of

automatic and semi-automatic machinery and equipment displaces
unskilled workers, and raises the demand for maintenance personnel.

It is, however, unwise to generalize the effect of technological
changes on employment from data showing only the changes experienced
by individual firms or industries.

What may appear as a decline in

employment may be a shift from the firm in question to other firms
which undertook some production functions vacated by the former in the
process of rationalization.

-78Let us consider the possible long-run effects of technological
changes on employment by the firm.

The employment of maintenance

workers, administrative officers, and professional workers

wil~

continue to rise whether total employment increases, decreases or
remains unchanged.

Quantitative changes that individual firms will

experience will depend on the nature of the technological change and
also on the change in demand for the firm's product.

A relativ-ely

inelastic demand ror the firm's product and technological improvement
in production may reduce the firm's demand for labour.

If, on the

other hand, the demand for the firm's product is relatively elastic
and the technologlcal changes result in reduction in product price
or an improvement in quality, then demand for the firm's product and
employment are likely to increase in the long run.

In the long run the effect of technological progress is that the
aggregate demand for labour will rise; for someone has to produce and
service the additi.onal machines, and the distribution of greater output
would require the services of more people to administer, to sell and to
experiment with

ne~

processes.

In the short run, whether the increased

aggregate demand for labour will be met depends on the occupational
structure of the labour force at the time when the increased denand
appears on the laboour market.

It will be accommodated in the long run,

assuming that the wage structure responds to the changes in demand for
labour, and that readjustments in the occupational structure take place.

-79Therefore, whether the greater quantities of goods and services
are produced by labour or by additional machines, the aggregate
demand for labour will rise.

\tfe may say that in the long run

technological changes create more jobs than they destroy.

Technological change also affects the employment in office
occupations.

Since the past decade, a revolutionary development

has been taking place in office work as a result of introduction
of electronic computers for the handling of data.

The probable

effect of this new development upon the clerical working force is
causing much concern.

Reliable information on the subject is meagre.

There can be no doubt, however, that automation has brought and will
continue to bring more profound changes to office l'lOrk and to employment outlook for office occupations.

Obviously, all office workers are not affected to the same
extent; some occupations may hardly be affected at all.

Those most

undoubtedly affected are the workers possessing one of the traditional
clerical skills, such as bookkeeping, accountancy, and invoicing, and
also the semi-skilled workers who have learnt to do the routine manual
operations connected with this work.

For these workers, job

opportunities are bound to diminish as this is the area of work
directly taken over by the machines.

How far this results in unemploy-

ment will depend, not only on the economic possibilities for the
absorption of displaced workers, but also on their own adaptability
and the retraining facilities Which are available.
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The important lesson to be learned from automation is not
that our technological progress has been too rapid, but that our
human values and social institutions have not been adequately
adapted to meet the challenge of the new environment.

Technological

change itself is an important determinant of economic gro\'rth, giving
rise to new demands, new industries, new jobs, and an improvement in
the international competitive position.

It thus forms an essential

element in the achievement of a healthy rate of economic

gro~~h.

To meet effectively the technical and professional manpower
requirements of the Canadian economy in the future, improved education
and training of youths or retraining of older workers are essential if
chronic or prolonged unemployment is to be reduced.

Government also

has to solve the three major problems central to manpower utilization
and training.

The first is the nature of disparity between jobs and

the skills of the people available to fill them.

The second is the

problem of effectively directing the people who are in need of training
into the training institutions that are available.

The third problem

is the need to consider how the method of training may facilitate the
adjustment between people and jobs.

The Federal Government, in partner-

ship with the Provincial Governments, has undertaken a series of
(8)
measures
designed to reduce the rates of seasonal and structural
unemployment in Canada.

These measures will now be discussed.

(8)

A.J. MacEachen, Employment, Unemployment and Manpower, Fifteenth
Annual Conference, _M ontreal, 1964, PP. 80-92.

-81Government Employment and
Employment Policy:

Manp~er

Policies

The goals of employment policy are to

achieve high levels of productive employment which will lead to
reasonably continuous and sustained employment, so that seasonal
and cyclical fluctuations in employment are moderated.

Government employment policy is designed to affect the demand
side of the labour market and is concerned basically with the creation
of employment opportunities.

Government intervention is directed at

providing the conditions under which the private sector of the
economy will develop a satisfactory rate of employment J rowth.

If

the necessary rate of employment growth cannot be achieved, Government seeks to fill in the gap through a policy of directly creating
wider employment opportunities.

Certain Government policies are directed at moderating the
seasonal swings in employment and unemployment.

This problem has

been tackled by shifting the demand for labour into an annual pattern.
Various winter employment programs have moderated the height of the
summer employment peaks and raised the employment rates in the winter.
The basic programs are designed to create winter employment and
directed mainly to the construction and related industries.

These

programs are as follows:

(1)

"Do It Now" Campaign:

The Federal Government, in co-operation

with the provincial and municipal governments, as well as national

-82labour and business organizations, has attempted to stimulate winter
employment mainly through publicity and promotion campaigns.

This

program is widely lmown as nDo It Now" campaign designed to induce
consumers to undertake expenditures in the winter months rather than
to follow their traditional pattern of waiting until the spring.
(9)

(2)

Winter House Building Incentive Program:

In order to

stimulate employment in the construction industry during the winter
months, the Federal Government introduced the Winter House Building
Incentive Program in the winter of 1963-1964.

Under this program,

the Federal Government provides, through the Department of Labour, a
direct payment of $500 in cash to the owner-builder or the first
purchaser of a house substantially built during the winter months,
December to March inclusive.

A winter-built house, under this program, means a single
dwelling or a multiple-housing structure of not more than four units.
Under certain conditions, row housing containing more than four
dwelling units may also be eligible for the incentive payment.
Dwellings have to meet the normal standards of adequate housing and
comply with local bylaws.

In order to qualify £or the direct payment of $500, all
residential structures must be inspected by the Central Mortgage and
(9)

Department of Labour, Labour Gazette, Ottawa, October 1963, P. 862;
ibid., September 1964, P. 766; ibid., October 1964, P. 846.

-83Housing Corporation before construction proceeds beyond the first
floor joist stage, including subfloor or its equivalent.

Application

for inspection must be made to the local office of the Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
(10)
(3)

Municipal vlinter V'lorks Incentive Program:

The

Municipal Winter Works Incentive Program is a federal-provincialmunicipal scheme to encourage municipalities and communities to
create additional employment during the winter months through the
carrying-out of needed public works that would not be undertaken in
the absence of the program.

Projects that may qualify for approval include any capital
undertaking except work on schools and school grounds, hospitals and
hospital grounds, subway transportation systems and municipally owned
buildings to be used for industrial or business purpose under private
auspices.

Preference will be given to projects providing the greatest

amount of employment and priority will be given to projects in areas
where winter unemployment is particularly high.

The bulk of those employed under the program must be unemployed
at the time they are hired, or persons who would be unemployed in the
absence of special winter works projects under the program.

The

Canada Manpower Centre offices are told of projects to be undertaken
(]()

Department of Labour, Labour Gazette, Ottawa, March 1962, PP. 283286; ibid., June 1964, P. 458; ibid., August 1966, P. 447.

-84in their areas, and these offices will co-operate with municipalities and their contractors in the recruitment of workers.

Under this program, the Federal Government offers to pay
half the direct payroll costs of a municipality, or of its contractors or subcontractors on approved projects.

Municipalities

wishing to take advantage of the incentive payments are required
to complete applications covering proposed winter-works projects
and submit them to the provincial government.

Applications that

are approved by the provincial government are forwarded to the
Department of Labour, Ottawa, for federal approval.

Manpower Policy:

The goals of manpower policy are to ensure

that the country's manpower resources are developed effectively so
that they will meet the dynamic requirements of

gr~Jth

in the

economy, and also meet the needs of each individual for the full
development of his potentialities.

The Government Manpower policy is basically directed at the
supply side of the labour market.

The policy is to facilitate the

process of economic growth through the development of manpower
resources to meet the ever changing needs of the economy.

It is

also directed toward increasing efficiency in the use of manpower
resources through ensuring that the labour market functions as
effectively as possible, and through emphasizing the efficient use of
manpower resources in industries.
manpower policy is as follows:

The major area of Government
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Vocational and Technical Training Assistance:

The

number of youths who will enter the labour force over the decade
1961-1971 will increase by some one and one-half millions as
compared with an increase of only one-half million over the last
decade.

The preparation of these youths to develop their full

potentialities and to meet the future needs of the Canadian economy
is a form of both economic and social investment.

A well-trained

' and adaptable labour force is not only a necessary element of the
growth process, but also plays a significant role in stimulating
economic growth itself.

The Federal Government, in partnership with the provincial
governments, has undertaken a vast expansion of technical and
vocational training facilities under the Technical and Vocational
(11)
Training Assistance Act of 196o.
By November 1963, about 270
new technical and vocational schools had been built across the
country, together with major and minor alternations of some of the
existing ones at a total cost of about $530 million, of which the
federal contribution amounted to about $340 million.

Under this Act, each province has been left free to direct
its building program to meet what it considers its most pressing
needs for training.

As the need of a province for a particular type

of training facility is met, the province is at liberty to turn its
attention to other types.
(11)

Department of Labour, Labour Gazette, July, 1962, P. 770.
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(2)

Basic Training £or Skill Development:

It is a

startling fact that over one-third of the Canadian labour force

(13)
has Grade 8 education or less.

Today's rapid technological

development means that workers must acquire more and more technical
skills which can only be developed on a broader and deeper general
background than many adult workers have.

It is against this background that the Federal Government
has been developing policies and programs, which emphasize the
training of employed workers, in partnership with industry and
provincial governments.

Employed workers will acquire more and

more basic educational upgrading in the subjects of mathematics,
science, and communication skills.

This program has been called

"Basic Training for Skill Developmentu.

It lays a foundation for

specialized retraining programs and for the development of the more
sophisticated technical knowledge required by modern technology.

(3)

An

Efficient!~

Functioning Labour Market:

A basic aspect

of a total manpower policy, which ensures that the right kind of
labour is available in the right place at the right time, is an
efficiently functioning labour market.

An effective public employ-

ment service is the centerpiece of an ef.ficiently functioning labour
(12)

Department of Labour, Labour Gazette, ottawa, August 1962, P. 906;
ibid., March 1962, P. 278.

(13)
D.B.S., Statistical Review of Canadian Education, Census of
Canada, 1951.
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Canada Manpower Center can be described as the major
institutional element in the implementation of this policy.

It

has more than 200 offices across the country and is a free public
employment service maintained by the Federal Government for all
residents in Canada.

At the offices, workers apply for jobs and employers look for
employees.

These offices are in frequent contact with each other

so that, if workers cannot be found in one part of the country,
other offices will be advised of this fact.

Thus, job seekers

learn of employment opportunities in other parts of Canada.

(4) Rehabilitation of Disabled:

There are a number of

"disadvantaged groupstt in the economy who are prohibited from :fully
and effectively participating in the labour market because of various
handicaps.

These groups include the physically, mentally and socially

handicapped who have difficulty in

~inding

employment or in keeping

it.

In dealing with these problems, the Federal Government has
assisted the handicapped through federal-provincial agreements which
provide for rehabilitation of the

d~sabled.

It is important that

this concept extends not only to those suffering physical handicaps,
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but also to those with mental and social handicaps as well, so
that they may be usefully employed in a competitive industry.

The Civilian Rehabilitation Branch co-ordinates the
activities of Federal Government departments and assists the
provincial governments in establishing, developing and operating
a national vocation rehabilitation program for disabled persons.
The function of the Branch is to help in developing such a program
through the co-operation of agencies, both public and private, that
are engaged in helping the various types of disabled persons.

( 5)

Regional Policy:

A part of both employment and manpower

policies is specifically focussed on those areas which have the lowest
rates of growth and the highest rates of unemployment.

These areas

are frequently associated with low income and substantial degrees of
under-employment and low productivity.

For these reasons, the

Federal Government has declared some labour market areas as "Designated
Development Areasu.

Three tax incentives are available in such areas in order to
attract new employment-creating industries:

a three-year exemption

of corporation tax; accelerated capital cost allowances for machinery
and equipment; and permission to write off the capital cost of new
buildings at the rate of 20.0 per cent per year.

The Federal Government

-~-

has also accelerated government winter construction projects which
are located in Development Areas.

The Area Development Agency has

been established in the Department of Industry which is to work in
close co-operation with industry and business to assist the economic
development of depressed areas.

The Federal Government has also set

up the Atlantic Development Board whose task is to assist in the
promotion of high rates of economic growth and to foster the development of employment in the Atlantic region as a whole.

Recent developments in the Canadian labour market can justifiably lead to the claims that the government manpower and employment
policies have met with an increasing measure of success.

These

policies have accounted for the improvement in employment and the
decline in unemployment.

However, Canada has three major tasks of

manpower and employment policies which lie ahead.

First, Canada will encounter a very high rate of growth of the
labour force over the next decade.

This will require an intensive

preparation of the young Canadians to meet the challenging requirements
of a dynamic economy.

It will mean that Canada must use every effort

to sustain and increase the present rate of economic growth, so that the
generation of employment opportunities will meet the increased flow of
young Canadians into the labour market.

Secondly, Canada must provide for the intensive adaptation of
the employed and unemployed through a variety of programs to the

-90constantly changing demands of a rapidly developing technology.
This task has been characterized by some as the nchallenge of
Automation".

A third and final task is LO ensure that the goals of manpower
and employment policies and programs are to be implemented and
developed in the context of reasonably well-defined, long-term
economic and social objectives.

So far as economic objectives are

concerned, the Economic Council of Canada will help Government,
(14)
business and labour to define such objectives.

(14)

Economic Council of Canada, Economic Goals for Canada to 1970,
First Annual Review, 1964; Ibid., T~ards Sustained and Balanced
Economic Growth, Second Annual Review, 1965; Ibid., Price,
Productivity and Employment, Third Annual Review, 1966, Queen's

Printer, Ottawa.
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4

THE MOBILITY OF LABOUR
IN CANADA

In a dynamic economy which is ceaselessly affected by
technological changes, some industries contract while others
expand.

The contracting industries may seriously affect the level

bf employment in the geographical area in which they are located.
Consequently, a declining industry and a depressed locality often
go hand in hand.

Under these circumstances, a breakdown in labour

mobility may not only prolong problems of the locality, but also
result in expanding industries elsewhere being deprived of required
manpower.

There is thus a two-fold adverse effect on the nation's

economy:

the growth of the national product is retarded by unused

manpower resources bottled up in a depressed industry or locality;
and, at the same time, inflationary pressures may be created as a
result of labour shortages in expanding industries or localities.
There is no doubt that rigidities of this nature act as a deterrent
to economic growth.

Furthermore, since idle manpower must be supported

also, this imposes an additional cost on the nation as a whole.

Extent and Nature of Labour Mobility.
There are three major types of labour mobility:
occupational and geographical.

industrial,

Industrial mobility of labour refers

to the labour movement between industries.

Occupational mobility of

-92labour represents job changes.

Geographical mobility of labour

denotes the movement of workers from one area to another.

An

unemployed worker may face the need to undergo one, or two, or
all three.

In some cases, a worker may become displaced because

his skill has become obsolete, and cannot be transferred elsewhere.
To be re-absorbed into the labour market, he will have to acquire a
new skill; this means retraining.

In other cases, a displaced worker

may be the victim of a declining industr.y.
he will have to go to another industry.

To become re-employed,

This may or may not require

his learning a new skill, depending on whether or not his present
skill is transferrable.

If he lives in a community where there are

no alternatives, he will have no choice but to move to a new locality
if he wishes to find employment.

In Canada, occupational mobility of labour is higher than
(1)

industrial or geographical mobility.

During the period 1952-1956,

change of occupation accounted for 77.0 per cent of job changes,
change of industry 51.0 per cent, and change of area 19.0 per cent.
To begin with let us examine the industrial mobility of labour in
Canada.

The movements of workers between industries were fairly balanced
in certain instances, but differed markedly in other cases (see
Table 24).

On a net basis, construction supplied workers to durable

manufacturing, government service, transportation and trade, but

(1)

D.B.S., Movements ltlithin the Canadian Insured Population 1952-2956,
Ottawa, February 1960.

-9.3 TABLE 24

INDUSTRIAL MOBILITY OF LABOUR BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP
IN CANADA 1959-1960

A to B As
Percentage Of
Employment
in A

Industrial

Movement From
Movement
B to A As
Percentage Of As Percentage
Of Employment
Employment
in A & B
in B

Trade

4.05

4.02

4.03

Trade

3.88

3.42

3.65

Construction

1.48

6.26

2.77

Government Service

2.87

2.15

2.60

Business Service

1.79

2.03

1.87

Transportation

1.72

1.64

1.68

Durable

1.73

1.58

1.65

Trade

3.45

1.00

1.65

Personal Service

0.87

3.75

1.44

Storage

0.94

9.78

1.39

'ty

Recreation Service

0.93

2.34

1.34

:nent Service

Business Service

0.97

2.03

1.34

10.60

0.61

1.24

Transportation

0.45

3.22

1.24

Trade

1.58

1.05

1.20

Personal Service

2.18

0.91

1.20

Construction

3.53

0.77

1.19

Government Service

0.59

2.26

1.17

Durable Manufacturing

2.56

0.87

1.11

Personal Service

0.58

2.74

1.01

~

Hanufacturing

leManufacturing

:urable J.i1anufacturing

~Uunufacturing

Durable Manufacturing

able ~.anufacturing

Source:

D.B.S., Canadian Statistical Review, ottawa, January 1962,
P. 2.

-94drew workers from forestry which supplied more of its workers
(10.6 per cent) to durable manufacturing .

The inter-industry

flows of workers between non-durable manufacturing and trade were
balanced, but those between durable manufacturing and trade were
slightly imbalanced.

Trade absorbed workers from construction,

personal service and transportation.

Community industry supplied

workers to personal service, but drew workers from recreation
service.

The labour movements between non-durable manufacturing

and durable manufacturing, and those betttreen construction and
transportation, were fairly balanced.

It is clear that factors such as the expansion or contraction
of particular industries or other

~actors

making one industry more

or less desirable than another were the major reasons for the
imbalanced inter-industry mobility o:f labour.

The Canadian industry

has been moving rapidly from the primary and secondary stages to the
tertiary, characterized by the rapid expansion of such industries as
trade, finance, real estate, public utilities and services .

The shift

in the industrial structure is due to technological advance and the

changing pattern of domestic and foreign demands for goods and services.
The rapid growth of service industry, the relatively slow development
of manufacturing industry and the substantial decline of primary
industry have resulted in the

mov~ents

of workers from declining to

growing industries, or from low-productivity to high-productivity
industries which usually offer higher wage rates.

-95We now examine the occupational mobility o£ labour.

The

pattern of £lows of workers between occupations is presented in
Table 25.

On a net basis, the labourer group supplied workers to

manufacturing and clerical occupations, but drew workers from
construction, transportation, commerce and finance, logging, personal
service, and mining occupations.
between occupations were balanced:

A few of the flows o£ workers
these included commerce and

finance, and transportation; construction and transportation.
Managerial occupations have been declining in terms of employment
as a result of increased office-automation; this occupational group
supplied workers to commerce and finance, professional and clerical
occupations.

The rates o£ aggregate movement ran £rom 2.0 to 3.0

per cent £or most of the inter-occupation exchanges, and were as
high as 10.3 per cent for mobility between the manufacturing and
labourer occupations.

There is in general a net outflow of workers from the manual
and primary-industry occupations to the white-collar and service
occupations.

This may be attributed to changes in occupational

structure as a result of changes in industrial structure.

The rapid

expansion of sectors, such as government, community service, banking,
insurance, retail and whoesale trade, requires large numbers o£ workers
and so draws workers from the relatively declining occupational groups.
The rising trend of employment in the white-collar and service occupations is expected to continue owing to the continuing expansion of

-95iTABLE 25
OCCUPA'£IONAL MOBILI'l'Y OF LABOUR FOR HAJOH
OCCU~ATIONAL

GROUtS IN CANADA, 1959-1960

labourer
Commerce & Finance
Domestic Service
labourer
labourer
H:mufact uring
Commerce & Finance
Labourer
Clerical
Electrical Light
and PO\ver
Construction
Labourer
labourer
Professional
labourer
Transportation
~rotective Service
Personal Service
Construction
Manufacturing
Ms.nufacturing
Clerical
Electrical Light
and Power
Labourer
Logging

Source:

Hovement From
A to B As
1-'ercentage of
Employment
A

Ivlovement From
B to A As
r ·ercentage of
Employment
B

Aggregate
Movement As
ercentage
of Employment
in A and B

8.2
5. 0
4. 2
9.3
7o9
7. 2
11.2
5. 4
ll. 2

13 . 0
10. 3
12. 7
5. 0
4.6
2. 9
2. 0
2. 2
2. 1

10.3
6. 8
6. 6
6. 2
5. 5
4.1
3.5
3. 2
3. 2

3.4
2. 0
18.1
2. 4
3. 8
5. 2
2. 3
1.3
1.3
1.9
2.3
3.1
8. 7

2. 6
6.4
1.6
3. 2
1. 9
1.9
2. 2
6. 2
3. 6
2. 1
1.7
l .S
1.2

3. 0
3. 0
2. 9
2. 8
2. 7
2. 6
2.2
2. 2
2.1
2. 0
2.0
1.9
1.8

1.0
10.1
1.1

5. 8
1. 1
4. 2

lo8
1.7
1.7

D.B.S. , Canadian Statistical Review1 February 1962, ottawa 1 P. 8.

I
I
I

-96secondary and tertiary industries.

The decline of employment and

net outflow of workers from manual and primary-industry occupations
are due to continuing decline of job opportunities and lower wages
in the primary industries such as mining, construction, agriculture,
fishing and forestry.

We now turn to the examination of the geographical mobility of
labour in Canada.

As shown in Table 26, the national rate of labour

mobility was 55.0 per cent for the period 1952-1956.

This means that

TABLE 26
LABOUR MOBILITY RANKING BY PROVINCE

1952-1956

Mobility Percentage

Province

55

CANADA

50-54

Ontario, Manitoba
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Quebec
Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan,
Alberta, British Columbia

55-59
60-64
Source:

D.B.S., Canadian Statistical Review, July 196o, Ottawa .

more than half the labour force changed jobs at least once a year on
the average.

These changes involve labour movements among industries,

occupations, or localities, or some combination of these.

-97Canada's geographical mobility of labour is predominantly
(2)
westward.
Maritime workers move to Quebec and Ontario. Workers
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan move mainly to Alberta and British
Columbia.

Hence, labour movements to nearby provinces far exceed

those to more distant provinces.

The greatest over-all inflow,

however, has been to Ontario which attracts workers from all other
provinces.
small.

Conversely, the movement out of Ontario is comparatively

There is in general a net outflow of workers from relatively

declining areas to areas of rapid industrial expansion, which usually
offer higher wages and wider job opportunities.

Several features of geographical mobility of labour in Canada
deserve particular attention.
people.

It is primarily a movement of young

It is a movement which is strongly influenced by fluctuations

in general economic activity.

City-ward movement is heaviest during

boom times, and is checked or reversed during depression.
is typically from lower-wage to higher-wage areas.

Movement

People move from

low-paid agricultural work to high-paid industrial work, from small
towns to cities with higher wage levels, from Maritime provinces to
Quebec, Ontario, Alberta, or British Columbia.

Differences in wage

levels may help to attract people from one area to another.

Even

more significant, however, may be differences in employment opportunities.

People move from areas of low opportunity to areas where

(2)
H.D. Woods and S. Ostry, Labour Policy and Labour Economics in
Canada, Macmillian of Canada, Toronto, 1962, PP. 339-349; R.D. Howland,
Some Regional Aspects of Canada's Economic Development, Royal
Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects, ottawa, 1957, - PP. 194-200.

-98many jobs are available.

The areas where employment is expanding

and many jobs are available can usually afford to pay higher wage
rates, so that these two factors reinforce each other.

In order to complete our examination of the extent and nature
of labour mobility in Canada, we should discuss also the relationship between labour mobility and the age, sex, skill, and marital
status of workers.

Tables 27 and 28 are presented to serve this

purpose.

TABLE 27
PERCENTAGE OF WORKERS CHANGING JOBS BY AGE GROUP AND SEX

1956-1960

Age Group

Male
Mobility Percentage

Female
Mobility Percentage

Under 20

66

51

20-24

58

44

25-44

49

40

45-64

42

35

65 and over

38

29

Source:

D.B.S., Canadian Statistical Review, November 1961, Ottawa,
P. 2, Chart 2.

Table 27 revealed that over the period 1956-1960 younger workers
were much more mobile than older workers and that male workers were

-99somewhat more mobile than female workers.

66.0 per cent of male

workers who changed jobs were under 20 years of age compared with
38.0 per cent of those aged 65 and over.
the increase of age.

Mobility declined with

On the other hand, the percentage of female

workers changing jobs was lower in all age groups than for men in
the same age interval, ranging from 51.0 per cent for girls under
20 years of age to 29.0 per cent for women aged 65 and over.

Male

and female workers under 20 years of age were the most mobile, while
those in the age group 65 and over were the least mobile.

.

As one might expect, the older the worker gets the less mobile
he tends to become.
older workers:

Voluntary mobility is almost non-existent among

firstly, employers do not usually hire, for their

permanent force, workers who have passed into the middle age group,
unless someone possesses a scarce skill; and secondly, the older
workers have usually accumulated substantial seniority rights and
are therefore very reluctant to relinguish these rights and privileges in the job.

Furthermore, the older workers may cling on to

fading industries, refusing to accept the fact that the work which
they performed with pride for many years is no longer necessary as a
result of technological changes.

By refusing to accept the verdict,

they feel no compulsion to move out of the area where their skills
have become obsolete, and seek other forms of employment elsewhere.
At the other extreme, the most mobile workers were those under 20
years of age; mobility rate dropped sharply to age

44, and then

-100gradually in later years.

Young workers, often without family

responsibility, are prepared to shift or change until they find
a job that suits them.

Undoubtedly, length of service as well as

age is an important determining factor of mobility.

It is, how-

ever, increasingly difficult for middle-aged persons to find new
employment, and this would also tend to ilm:nobilize the older worker.
As the data revealed, men were more mobile than women.
reflect differing occupational attachments:

This may

mobility rates vary

widely among occupations, being below average for "White-collar
occupations in which a large proportion of female workers are
employed.

It may be also the result, in part at least, of the

greater tendency of women to leave the labour force upon termination
of employment.

(3)
It was found

that the mobility rate of unskilled workers

was higher than that of skilled workers.

Many workers possess

skills whose utilization is confined to one industry only.

Hence,

inter-industry movement is not possible for them, unless they change
their occupations as well.

If the industry consists of one firm only,

as in the case of the railway industry in most countries, then
alternative opportunities for the possessor of that skill, such as
engine driver, railway conductor or railway fireman, are non-existent.
Therefore, the fewer the number of firms that can utilize a given
skill, the fewer would be the alternative opportunities and hence the
(3)

D.B.S., Movements Within the Canadian Insured Population, 1952-1956,
Ottawa, February 1960 (Mimeographed).

-101lower will be the mobility rate for those possessing that skill.
When such a skilled worker is laid off he would prefer to remain
unemployed for a given period of time rather than offer his services as an unskilled labourer, at a lower wage rate than he is
accustomed, to industries that do not utilize his skill.

From the

standpoint of skill, and taking into consideration the worker's age
and whether or not he has dependents, the most mobile workers are
likely to be the unskilled.

Although most unskilled workers have

preferences regarding the type of work they will do, if such work is
not available they will not withhold their services the way a skilled
worker is likely to do when the demand for his skill declines.

There

is a group of unskilled workers, however, who have no preferences:
these are the casual workers and they are extremely mobile.

Finally, we turn to the discussion of the mobility rate for the
married workers.

As Table 28 shows, married workers were less mobile

than single workers.
men.

This was particularly pronounced in the case of

In 1956-1957, 62.3 per cent of men changing job were single

compared with 52.5 per cent for married men; in the same period, 49.3
per cent of women changing jobs were single compared with 42.4 per cent
for the married women.

1958.

This was also true for the next period 1957-

This means that married persons with family responsibilities are

less mobile than single persons without dependents.

Firstly, a married

person is less likely to quit his job voluntarily without first having

-102TABLE 2S
PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS CHANGING JOBS BY MARITAL
STATUS AND SEX, 1956-1960

Period

Men
Married
Single

Women
Single
Married

1956-1957

62.3

52.5

49.3

42.4

l957-l95S

57.3

49.0

43.4

41.8

1958-1959

N.A.

41.2

N.A.

35.5

1959-1960

N.A.

45.3

N.A.

38.4

Average 1956-1960

N.A.

47.0

N.A.

39.5

Source:

D.B.S., Canadian Statistical Review, November 1961, ottawa,
P. 3, Table 3.

Note:

N.A. means figures not available.

secured another one; secondly, the cost of movement for a whole family
is so high that he is unable to move to another area where job oppor· tunities are available.

In summary, the mobile workers are younger than average, single
and possess little training and experience.

Older workers, skilled

workers, and workers who have accumulated seniority rights are less
mobile.

These are some of the characteristics regarding the mobility

of the Canadian workers.

-104ment rates vary inversely.

As the rate of unemployment increased

from 3.6 per cent in 1956-1957 to 6.7 per cent in 1958-1959, the
rate of mobility dropped from 54.0 per cent in 1956-1957 to 41.0
per cent in 1958-1959.

The mobility of the Canadian labour £orce has had substantial
effects on the development of the Canadian economy.

Without the

westward migration, Canada's vast agricultural wealth would not have
been realized.

Without the northward migration the abundant mineral

resources would not have been developed.

Had the farm population

chosen to remain on the land despite the higher monetary rewards
available in urban employment, manufacturing and service industries
would have expanded at a lower rate.

Without continuous movements

of the labour force and population, the changing employment
capacities of di£ferent sectors of the economy and the emergence of
new establishments would have caused more grave problems of labour
surplus in some areas and scarcities in others.

A very important source of industrial labour in Canada has been
an "internal" source:

the movan.ent of labour from the primary sector,

whose employment capacities have been falling, into the manu£acturing
and particularly the service sectors which have experienced rapid
expansion.

Table 30 shows that for the whole period 1946-1965 the

employment in the agricultural sector dropped by 592,000 persons or

49.9 per cent.

Over the same period, the employment in the over-all

-105TABLE 30

EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURAL Al\1]) NON-AGRICULTURAL SECTOR,
CANADA, 1946-1965

(Thousands)

Change
Percentage

1946

1965

Agriculture

1,186

594

-592

-49.9

Non-Agriculture

3,480

6,268

2,788

80.1

Sector

Source:

Number

D.B.S., Canadian Statistical Review, 1966; and
D.B.S. Canada Year Book, 1966, Ottawa.

non-agricultural sector increased by 2,788,000 workers or 80.1 per
cent.

This implies that the exodus of labour from agriculture

during the period was to supply the increasing labour requirements
of the non-agricultural sectors such as manufacturing, finance,
insurance, real estate, transportation, and other utilities.
Furthermore, the technological advance and changing social attitude
have helped release from the home the female labour to be utilized
by industries whose employment capacities have been expanding.

The exodus of the labour force from agriculture is also
reflected in the regional distribution of Canada's labour force.
The regions whose basic economic structure is in the main primary
experienced a much smaller growth of labour force than did the

-106regions whose economic structure is mainly secondary and tertiary
(see Table 31).

Over the period 1946-1965 the Atlantic region

TABLE

31

LABOUR FORCE BY REGION, CANADA

1946-1965
(Thousands)

Region

Change
Number
Percentage

1946

1965

415

611

196

47.2

Quebec

1,337

2,022

685

51.2

Ontario

1,702

2,614

912

53.6

Prairie

969

1,228

259

26.7

British Columbia

407

666

259

63.7

4,830

7,141

2,311

47.9

Atlantic

CANADA

Source:

D.B.S., Canadian Statistical Review, July 1966,
Ottawa, P. IX.

gained 47.2 per cent increase in its labour force, compared with

51.2 per cent for Quebec, 53.6 per cent for Ontario, 26.7 per cent
for the Prairie region and 63.7 per cent for British Columbia.

The

Prairie region whose economic structure mainly includes agriculture
and mining experienced -the least growth of labour force.

The

percentage growth of labour force of the Atlantic region which is

-107economically characterized by fishing, logging and mining was
just about the national average rate.

However, the rapid increase

in labour force in Quebec, Ontario, and particularly in British
Columbia, has been due to the expanding employment opportunities
in the growing secondary and tertiary industries, especially in the
latter, and also due to the concentration of most immigrants in
urban areas.

Economic growth cannot be attained and sustained without
labour mobility.

Economic growth does not mean that every industry

and every firm is expanding.

But it means that the efficient firms

expand and prosper, while the inefficient firms decline and gradually
disappear.

The process of economic adjustment will not be success-

fully attained without labour mobility.

Without labour mobility

both the declining and expanding industries would suffer:

scarcity

of manpower resources in the expanding industries or areas would
cause a slowdown in the rate of economic growth, and at the same
time, surplus manpower resources in the contracting industries or
areas would depress them further.

There is no doubt that the

Canadian economy would have attained a higher rate of growth if the
surplus labour of the Atlantic provinces moved into the central
provinces to take advantage of the higher pay, more regular employment, and wider job opportunities.

It would be equally valid to say

that the same objective could be attained if some employers or
industries moved to the Atlantic provinces to take advantage of the
excess supply of labour and lower labour cost. ·

-lOSGovernment Labour Mobility Program
Since labour mobility has such critical importance to the
viability of the economy, it cannot be considered as the sole
responsibility of the individual.

Nor can any local comnunity be

expected to assume the entire financial burden of providing training and retraining of its displaced workers when such workers,
after training or retraining, may have to move elsewhere £or
re-employment.

The dimensions o£ the problems associated with

labour mobility are such that they can be dealt with adequately
only with the assistance of appropriate public policy.

An inte-

grated program to facilitate all forms of mobility is necessary i£
high rates of employment and economic growth are to be achieved.

Realizing the important bearing of labour mobility on the
economy, the Federal Government established a new Manpower Mobility
(4)
Program
which came into effect on December 28, 1965. This program
is designed to improve labour mobility, to help maintain full
employment and ensure that the available manpower resources are
utilized most effectively.

It provides financial assistance for

unemployed workers who wish to move to other areas where employment
is available.

The program applies to
of finding steady full-time

(1) Unemployed workers whose prospects
emplo~ent

suitable to their qualifications

(4)
Department o£ Labour, the Labour Gazette, June
P. 486; Ibid., Januar.y-February 1966, P. 16.

30, 1965, Ottawa,
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in their own locality are unfavourable;

(2) Employed workers

facing imminent layoff of a per.manent nature whose prospects of
finding steady full-time employment in their own locality are
unfavourable; and (3) Previously unemployed workers who, on their
own initiative, have moved to employment approved by Canada
Manpower Center in another locality, or who require help in moving
their families and household effects.

Loans are made to workers

in these categories.

The loans apply to the cost of moving and resettling in a
new locality, and cover the actual cost of moving the family and
the household effects.

The resettlement allowance is graduated

according to the number of dependents.

The amount is $200 for the

worker, $200 for his wife, and $100 for each dependent, up to a
maximum allowance of $1,000.

Under normal circumstances, a loan

will be repaid in not more than twenty monthly instalments, commencing four months after the loan is made.
flexible in order to avoid creating hardship.
will be at the rate of

5 3/4

These provisions are
Interest on loans

per cent a year.

Grants rather than loans are given to the following four
categories of workers to cover the cost of moving, plus a resettlement allowance in the case of families:

(1) Those who have been

unemployed for at least four of the six months preceding their date
of application;

(2) Those who have completed a provincially approved

training course, or a program of vocational rehabilitation and

-110re-establishment, within three months o~ their date of application;
( 5)
(3) Key skilled workers
now employed but are required by firms
which have received grants under the Area Development Incentive Act;
and

(4)

Former automobile or auto-parts workers eligible £or

Transitional Assistance Benefit in respect of their layoff, whether
or not they are in receipt of such benefits.

The importance of labour mobility has increased in recent
years, largely as a result of an acceleration in teclmological change
and a more closely interdependent international economy.

Occupational

skills can be quickly wiped out through a new technical process.
Technological change, increasing foreign competition and changes in
consumer demand may contribute to the decline o:f some industries.
The day is probably gone when a new entrant into the labour .force
could reasonably expect to make one skill last throughout his working
life or, perhaps, to stay permanently in the same occupation, industry
or locality.

(5)
A key skilled worker is defined as one whose employment will result
in creating job openings for additional workers or will prevent the
layoff of workers.
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TRADE UNIONS, GOVERNMENT AND WAGES

Trade Unions
A

~ew

labour unions existed in Canada as early as the 1820's

and the 1830's, but little was evident until the latter hal£ of the
19th centur,y.

Today union membership exceeds 1.7 million, and it is

widely dispersed by industr,y, occupation and region; about one in
three non-agricultural paid workers in Canada belongs to the union
movement.

The legislative £ramework within which collective bargaining
is carried on and which p rescribes minimum standards and other forms
of protection for workers has developed over almost the entire period
of Canada's history.
trade unions.

The first Trade Unions Act of 1872 legalized

This law gave unions freedom to develop and to pursue

their goals which, in turn, led to further legislation.
(1)
The Nature of Unions:

The growth of union movement

in

Canada has been greatly influenced by events and development of
unionism in the United States.

(1)

The international character of Canada's

H.D. Woods and S. Ostry, Labour Policy and Labour Economi~s in
Canada, Macmillan of Canada, Toronto, 1962, PP. 3-254; G.B. Williams,
The Development of Canadian-American~ad~.P~~~n Relations, Industrial
Relations, July 1966; J.T. Montague, International Union~ an~ _the
Canadian Trade Union Movement, Canadian Journal of Economics and
Political Science, 1957; E. Forsey, Insigpts into Labour History in
Canada, Industrial Relations, July 1965; J. Crispo, International
Unionism: A Study in Canadian-American Relations, McGraw Hill Company
Limited, 1967.

-112union movement is a unique feature.

It has the vast majority of

its local. unions in affiliation with trade unions in the United
States.

The same unions dominate the labour scene in both

countries.

Their support is essential to the American Federation

of Labour (AFL) and Congress o£ Industrial Organizations (CIO) and
to the Canadian Labour Congress ( CLC) which are the national labour
federations.

The Canadian and American labour movements have much

in common, both in social and economic objectives, and in the methods
of seeking their fulfilment.

These similarities of the two economies

have given much strength to international unions and have also provided
the rationale for many common bargaining objectives.

Before World War II, union membership never amounted to more
than 18.4 per cent of the non-agricultural paid workers (see Table 32).
Under the impetus of the war and concurrent legislation, unionization

By 1954, 33.8 per cent of the

spread rapidly during the war period.

non-agricultural paid workers belonged to unions.
remained at about this level since.

By

Union membership

1966, about 1.7 million

workers had their wages and working conditions determined by
collective bargaining.

Structurally, Canadian unions are mainly organized along
industrial and craft lines.

The large industrial unions are

characteristic of the mass production industries, such as automobiles,
steel, farm machinery and meatpacking.

Craft unions are found in such

-113TABLE 32
UNION Y.fErviBERSHIP WITH ESTIM..~.TES OF TOTAL PAID
I

NON-AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES IN CANADA, 1921-1966

Union
1-~embership

(Thousands) (A)
313
277
278
261
271
275
290
301
319
322
3ll
283
286
281
281
323
383
382
359
362
462
578
665
724
711
832
912
978
1 oo6a.
, - b
1,029
1,146
1,220
1,268
1,268
1,352
1,.386
l,454d
1,459
1,459
1,447
1,423
1,449
1,493e
1,589
1,736

l
22

23

24
25
26
27

28

29

30

31

32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39

40

~41

942
943
~44
~45

146
~47

948
~49

950
51
52
~53

154
J55

56
957
58
159
960
961
'62

63
164
165
~66

ORKER.S

Total NonAgricultural
Paid Workers
Thousands) (B

(A) As
Percent
of (B)

1,956
2,038
2,110
2,138
2,203
2,299
2,406
2,491
2,541
2,451
2,028
1,848
1,717
1,931
l,94l
1,994
2,108
2,075
2,079
2,197
2,566
2,801
2,934
2,976
2,937
2,986
3,139
3,225
3,326

16.0
13.6
13.2
12.2
12.3
12.0
12.1
12.1
12.6
13.1
15.3
15.3
16.7
14.6
14.5
16.2
18.2
18.4
17.3
16.5
18.0
20.6
22.7
24.3
24.2
27.9
29.1
30.3
.30.2

.3,625a
.3, 795c
3,694
3,754
3,767
4,058
4,282
4,250
4,375
4,522
4,578
4,705
4,867
5,074
5,343
5,658

28.4
30.2
33.0
33.8
33-7
33.3
32.4
34.2
33-3
32.3
31.6
30.2
29.8
29.4
29.7
30.7

Source: Department of Labour, Labour Organizations in Canada, Queen's Printer,
Ottawa, 1966, Table 1, P. XI.
Note:

~ncluding Newfoundland for the first time
bData on union membership for all years up to and including 1949 are as of
December 31. In 1950 the reference date was moved ahead by one day to
January l, 1951. Thus, while no figure is shown for 1950, the annual
series is, in effect, continued without interruption.
The data on union
membership for subsequent years are also as of January.
cFigures for all years up to and including 1952 are as of the first week in
June.
Data for subsequent years are as of January.
dAn adjustment in coverage resulted in a net addition of approx. 23,000 members.
eincluding an addition approx. 7,000 members resulting from improved coverage.

-114industries as construction, railways, printing and machinery.
Each union enjoys complete autonomy in the conduct of its affairs.
To promote common interests and objectives, Canadian unions have
joined together into loose federations.
is the Canadian Labour Congress.

One of the main federations

As Table 33 shows, by 1966, 73.9

per cent of total union membership belonged to this Congress; 10.9
per cent of union members (all in the Province of Quebec) were
affiliated with the Confederation of National Trade Unions.

The

balance of union membership is represented by organizations independent
of a central labour congress, or by unions not affiliated with a
central labour body in Canada, but linked with the American Federation
of Labour and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL - CIO) in the
United States.

Like the AFL-CIO, the Canadian Labour Congress has no

legal power over its affiliates, and takes no part whatsoever in
collective bargaining.

It acts rather as a clearing-house for

information, undertakes research and assists the affiliates in
organization.

It also takes an active role in political activity.

Its prime purpose is to lobby for legislation favourable to unions
and to mediate and adjudicate disputes among their affiliates.

In terms of union affiliation as shown in Table 34, 90 out of

111 international unions in 1966 were affiliated with the AFL-CIO as
well as the CLC; three unions belonged to the CLC, and eight to the

AFL-CIO; the remaining ten international unions had no affiliation.
Of the 55 national unions, 19 were affiliated with the CLC, 14 with
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UNION MEMBERSHIP BY CONGRESS AFFILIATION
IN CANADA, 1966

Number o:f
Locals

Qongress Affiliation
canadian Labour Congress
AFL-CIO/CLC
CLConly

Membership
Number
Per Cent

5,905
4,303
1,602

1,282,093
l,070,00S
212,031

73.9
61.7
12.1

787

188,401

10.9

14

16,3$9

0.9

Unaffiliated International
Unions

399

ll8,S32

6.S

Unaffiliated National Unions

384

84,175

4.8

Independent Local Organizations

127

46,004

2.7

7,616

1,735,840

100.0

confederation of National
~ade Unions (CNTU)
American Federation of Labour
and Congress of Industrial
Organizations only

TOTAL

Source:

Department of Labour, Labour Organizations in Canada,
Queen 's Printer, Ottawa, 1966, Table 2, P. xii.

Abbreviations:

AFL-CIO - American Federation of Labour and
Congress of Industrial Organization
CLC
- Canadian Labour Congress
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UNION MEMBERSHIP BY TYPE OF UNION AND AFFILIATION
IN CANADA, 1966

Number o.f
Unions

Number of
Locals

111
90
3
8
2
8

4,765
4,303
49
14
113
286

1,219,482
1,070,008
14,253
16,389
8,674
110,158

70.2
61.7
0.8
0.9

55
19
14
22

2,507
1,393
730
384

445,163
179,364
181,624
84,175

25.6
10.3
10.5
4.8

Directly Chartered Local Unions
CLC
CNTU

217
160
57

217
160
57

25,191
18,414
6,777

1.5
1.1
0.4

Independent Local Organizations

127

127

46,004

2.7

510

7,616

1, 735,840

100.0

Type and Affiliation
Internation Unions
AFL-CIO/CLC
CLConly
AFL-CIO only
Unaffiliated Railway Brotherhood
Other Unaffiliated Unions
National Unions
CLC
CNTU
Unaffiliated Unions

TOTAL

Source:

Members hiE
Number
Per Cent

Department of Labour, Labour Organizations in Canada,
Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1966, Table 3, P. xii.

Abbreviations:

See Table 33.

o.s
6.3

-llJ-

the CNTU, and 22 had no affiliation.

Of the 217 directly

chartered local unions, 160 unions were affiliated with the CLC
and 57 with the CNTU.
unions.

There were also 127 independent local

It should be noted that 70.2 per cent of the total

union membership was in lll international unions which had
locals (totalled 4,765) in both Canada and the United States.

Most union membership is concentrated in the industries of
manufacturing, transportation and utilities, construction and
service (see Table 35).

In 1965, manufacturing industry alone

had 2,582 local unions with 676,300 members, accounting for 42.5
per cent of the total union membership.

Very little unionization

was found in finance, fishing and trapping industries.

Forestry,

mining and trade has respectively 2.8, 3.6 and 3.5 per cent of the
total union members.

Nevertheless, unionization varies geographically to a considerable degree in the different industrial regions of Canada.

As

Table 36 shows, by 1965 the membership was most highly concentrated
in Ontario and Quebec, which, taken together, accounted for 6?.5
per cent of the total union membership.

Of the 1,588,800 union

members in Canada, 38.7 per cent were in Ontario.

Quebec came

second in the number of organized workers, with 28.8 per cent of the

total union membership.

British Columbia was in the third place.

-118TABLE 35
UNION NEMBERSHIP BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP
IN CANADA, 1965

(l)
Industry

(2)
Forestry

Number
of
Locals

Union Membership
Number
Per Cent

25

45,500

2.8

9

3,900

0.2

197

56,900

3.6

2,582

676,300

42.5

561

170,800

10.7

2,135

337,800

21.2

209

55,100

3.5

13

900

Service Industries

590

130,800

Public Administration

693

94,400

Industry Not Reported
(3)
Adjustment Entr,j~

15

3,000

0.2

13,400

o.8

1,588,800

100.0

Fishing and Trapping
Mining
Manufacturing
Construction
Transportation and Utilities
Trade
Finance

0.08
8.2

(4)

Total

7,629

Source:

Department of Labour, Labour Gazette, Vol. LXVI, No . 1, JanuaryFebruary 1966, Table 1, PP . 21-22.

Note:

((l))Based on D. B. S . Standard Industrial Classification 1960.
2 Including some sawmilling.
(3)This entry represents the difference between total membership
as reported in the survey of union headquarters and the total
obtained in the survey of local unions.
(4)601 unions did not report during this survey.
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UNION

~ffiERSHIP

BY PROVINCE IN CANADA 1965

Loca.J,.s in
Canada

Province

MembershiE in Canada
Percentage
Number

115

20,900

1.3

31

1,800

0.1

Nova Scotia

337

45,500

2.2

New Brunswick

306

32,000

2.0

Quebec

2,063

455,300

28.8

Ontario

2,811

614,900

38.7

Manitoba

319

61,600

3.8

Saskatchewan

391

45,300

2.8

Alberta

409

65,200

4.9

British Columbia

818

200,500

12.6

Yukon and Northwest Territories

14

700

Two or more Provinces
(2)
Adjustment Entry

15

31,700

1.9

13,400

0.8

1,588,800

100.0

Newfoundland
Prince Edward Island

(1)

TOTAL

7,629

Source:

Department of Labour, Labour Gazette, Vol. LXVI, No. 1,
January-February 1966, Ottawa, Table 3, P. 24.

Note:

(l)Mainly Seafarers, Transportation, Communication Employees,
Commercial Telegraphers and actors• equity.

0.04

(2)This entry represents the difference between total membership
reported in the survey of Union Headquarters and the total
obtained in the survey of local unions.

-120The proportion ranged from 0.1 to 2.2 per cent in the Atlantic
region, and from 2.0 to 4.9 per cent in the Prairie region.

Generally speaking, the Canadian unions have made a great
(2)
contribution to the general well-being.
Higher wages have produced not only an increased standard of living for union members,
but for others as well.

The unions' drive for health and welfare

plans has resulted in millions of Canadians getting the benefit of
prepaid health care at a reasonable cost.

The same intensive

interest of the labour movanent in old age security has also played
its part in the awakened interest in the welfare of the aged.

The Nature of Collective Bargaining:

Collective bargaining

means that negotiation by individuals is replaced by negotiation by
unions.

Union objectives in collective bargaining can be classified

under the following main headings:
(2)

r~ationing

(1) maintenance of the organization;

of scarce job opportunities;

(3) improvement of working

conditions; and (4) development of a judicial system for deciding
disputes over rights of individual workers.

Pattern bargaining in

Canada has appeared to vary a great deal with the level of the
country's economic activity, the degree of competition in the product
market, the type and extent of union organization, and the nature of
collective agreements.

(2)
Department of Labour, The Labour Gazette, Ottawa, February 1960,
P. 151.

-121(3)

For purpose of collective bargaining,
prises a network of locals.

each union com-

Canadian locals with a few exceptions

enjoy almost complete autonomy.

In the case of the craft unions,

collective agreements are often negotiated at the local level with
minimal assistance or intervention from headquarters.

In industrial

unions, the locals, especially the larger ones, participate actively
in formulating contract demands and bargaining .

If locals dissent

from the policies of their head offices, they may refuse to strike
or, in extreme cases, withdraw their support for the union; often in
the past, dissatisfied union members have forced national or international officials to consider local views.

Despite local autonomy

in bargaining, it is a fact that local unions are affected by policies
formulated by both Canadian and American headquarters, and influenced
by the bargaining strategy and success of other locals in Canada or in
the United States.

Collective bargaining in Canada takes three forms:

(1) Several

employees within an industry negotiating jointly with one union or
various locals of that union;

(2) a number of employers within an

(3)

A.W. Craig, Arbitration of Labour-Management Dispute in Canada,
Labour Law Journal, November 1961, PP. 1053-1068; P.M. Draper,
Challenge of Collective Bargaining, Canadian Labour, October 1956,
PP. 32-35; S.M. Eastman, Analysis of Multiple-Employer Collective
Bargaining Based on Three Case Studies, Canadian Journal of Economics
and Political Science, November 1952, PP. 464-473; H.D. Woods,
Canadian Collective Bargaining and Dispute Settlement Policy,
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, November 1955,
PP. 447-465; Department of Labour, Extent of Collective Bargaining
Between Unions and Employers, Associations or Groups, The Labour
Gazette, January 1949, PP. 21-31.

-122industry bargaining jointly with two or more unions; and
(3) more £requently, associations o£ employers bargaining with

one union on behal£ o£ member £irms.

Multi-employer bargaining

is usually limited geographically to particular cities or regions.
In the case o£ employers' collective bargaining, there is no single
employers' association o£ predominant importance in Canada.
Associations exist in such industries as trucking, logging,
printing, and clothing; some o£ these associations play an active
role in collective bargaining.

Employers' associations are rarely

industry-wide but, rather, are concentrated regionally, provincially
or locally.

No national association o£ employers' associations

exists £or purposes o£ collective bargaining.

The parties enter negotiations with varying powers and constraints in negotiating an agreement.

The nature of the employer's

products, the technology used in the process o£ production, and
competitive conditions in the product market are crucial.

For

example, i£ the product can be stockpiled in advance o£ a strike, or
produced temporarily at least by supervisory personnel, or has no
close substitutes so that buyers must simply postpone purchases, then
the employer's bargaining power is greater than it would be.
market £orces are also important.

Labour

Where the union can control the

total supply of the workers essential to the firms involved, and can
assure an employer that similar concessions will be secured from rival

employers, this enhances union bargaining power.

The relative financial

-l23resources of the parties are also relevant.

The attitude of

other employers and unions can be significant in making helpful
alliances.

The opi-nions of the public and the mass media are

sometimes influential.

Finally, legislation can be crucial in

establishing the permissible tactics of bargaining as well as in
altering some of these environmental factors.

Most trade union members in Canada are in favour of limiting
the scope of collective bargaining to the terms and conditions of
employment.

There is little support by unions for the acquisition

of unilateral control over these matters.

Nor is there any desire

to share in those management functions which are indirectly connected
with employment conditions.

Canadian workers are not interested in

widespread nationalization and workers' control of industry.

With

few exceptions, unions have shown little interest in such things as
the prices of products or merchandising policies.

Canadian manage-

ment, on the other hand, has moved from a position of open hostility
to collective bargaining to what is best described as "armed truce 11
or rtreluctant acquiescencen.

Some companies continue to resist bar-

gaining on such matters as pension plans, union security arrangements
and seniority, as a matter of principle.

However, most firms are

prepared for joint consideration of all these subjects which the unions
want to include in negotiations.

The Government
Strikes and lockouts by stopping the flow of essential services
and commodities inconvenience many persons.

Work stoppage also causes

-124the whole community to suffer a large economic loss and results
in economic injury to people or firms not directly involved in
the dispute.

Presumably, government should provide some protection

to the third parties, prevent the dispute from degenerating into
industrial anarchy and act with fairness and in the general interest
of the community.

The tremendous economic effect on the Canadian economy of the
rapid growth in size and strength of the trade union movement has
caused agitation for greater governmental intervention and control
over industrial relations.

The agitation has created a dilemma:

there is as yet no clear and consistent body of principles by which
to determine in what manner and to what degree Government should seek
(4)
to regulate labor-management relations.

In general, the fundamental function of government in industrial
relations would be to mediate or arbitrate industrial disputes so as
to enable organized labour and management to arrive at rational settlements without incurring stoppages of production.

But collective

bargaining and industrial conflict in actuality are far more complicated
than this.

The role of government in industrial relations is therefore

correspondingly more difficult •

Today unionism and collective bargain-

ing are not confined to a few imperfect markets, but are well established
in the key industries at the very heart of the Canadian economy.

(4)
Department of Labour, Government Intervention in

They

Labour~sEutes

in

Canada, The Labour Gazette, March 1925; H.D Woods and S. Ostry, Labour
Policy and Labour Economics in Canada, ~~cmillan of Canada, Toronto,
1962, PP. 18-38; S.M. Jamieson, Industrial Relations and Government
Policy, Canadian Journal of Econo~cs and Political Science, 931, PP. 2538. A.H. Logan. The State and Collective Bargainin~. Canadian Journal of
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are a primary force in setting the wage pattern even for the fields
which remain non-unionized.

Wages and other terms of employment are

no longer determined primarily by the impersonal forces of demand
and supply on the market; rather, they are in the category of
11

administered prices" established by negotiation or bargaining

between unions and employers.

Since there is no definitive, consistent body of principles
that would serve as a guide to government policy in industrial
relations, the public policy has shown wide swings of the pendulum,
favouring now labour, now management.

Up to the mid-1930's, Canada

and the United States maintained a policy that operated to the disadvantage of unions.

Public regulation of industrial relations came

almost entirely under the common law.

By the middle of the 1930's,

a new governmental attitude and policy toward unions developed in the
United States:

the Wagner Act of 1935 was formulated, guaranteeing

workers the freedom to organize unions.

The act was justified on the

ground that encouragement of trade unionism and collective bargaining
was the best means for achieving stable industrial relations.
~

The

Canadian government followed reluctantly to a very limited extent along
the path laid out by the Wagner Act.

A pronounced shift in public sentiment toward unionism occurred
in both Canada and the United States during the post-war period.

Both

-126governments were alarmed by the post-war strike wave.

It was felt

that unions were using their bargaining power recklessly and
irresponsibly, and that new legislation was required to curb them
in the public interest.

By

1948 the Canadian government surrendered

to the provinces legislative control over labour matters.

Government

policy in industrial relations is thus represented today by eleven
different authorities:

one federal and ten provincial, each with

different legislation.

A variety of labour legislation and

administrative practices tends to weaken the position of organized
labour.

Unions face substantial difficulty in attempting to organize

and co-ordinate the policies of their locals and district branches to
bargain collectively on a nation-wide scale.

Most of the labour

legislation enacted in Canada during the post-war period seems
hostile to unionism.

Exactly what role Government should play in industrial
relations is still an open question.

Although there are laws fixing

minimum wages and hours, the final settlement of labour conflicts is
left largely to the opposing parties themselves.

Government generally

does not attempt to settle the economic issues nor decide what wages
and hours are fair.

The law simply sets limits within which the

opposing parties may use their power of persuasion and economic pressure
( 5)
In attempting to limit the area and
to gain their objectives.

( 5)
Department of Labour, Collective Bargaining in Government Controlled
Undertakings, Ottawa, 1942; M. MacKintosh, Legislation Concerning
Collective Bargaining Agreements, Canadian Bar Association, 1936;
A.C. Crysler, Handbook on Canadian Labour Law, Toronto, Carswell,
1957.

-127methods of economic conflict, it is not clear, however, whether
the law should seek to equalize the economic strength of both
parties in the industrial conflict so that neither side enjoys a
decided advantage over the other, or should simply designate
certain economic actions as illegal in industrial disputes.
Generally, the law and the courts declare certain means, ends or
purposes to be illegal, regardless of the effect of such legal
limitations upon equality of economic and bargaining power.

The social benefit or interest of the community in the continuing operation of industry had led Government to establish
conciliation services to aid in preventing strikes and lockouts.
Upon the certification of a trade union as the exclusive bargaining
agent of the employees of an employer is an appropriate bargaining
unit, it is mandatory on the employer and the union to negotiate with
the object of reaching a collective agreement.

Should negotiations

break down, Government conciliation services are available.

A strike

or lock-out is prohibited until the conciliation procedure bas been
completed.

Government intervention in industrial disputes may take various
forms, the most common of which are mediation, arbitration and
investigation.

Government may induce or force the disputants to

accept one of these methods for the settlement of the disagreement
after conciliation fails.

Mediation refers to a type of diplomacy

whereby a neutral party seeks to find some middle ground for an agreement that will be accepted by both parties.

Arbitration is the

-128judicial method.

During the process of arbitration, the opposing

parties must refrain from engaging in a strike or lockout, and
both opposing parties are bound to abide by the decision made by
the board for arbitration.

Under compulsory investigation, an

outside agency or board investigates an industrial dispute.

Such

investigations are for the purpose of discovering the facts, and
generally result in a written report and sometimes in a decision on
the dispute.

The published reports or decisions are effective only

through their influence upon public opinion.

Under Canadian legislation, once a union obtains the support
of a majority of employees in a bargaining unit, the employer is
compelled to recognize the union as exclusive bargaining agent for
the employees involved.

Both parties are ordered to bargain in

ttgood faith", a term that is not clearly defined.

It would appear

that "good faith" involves willingness to meet and discuss all
relevant issues, but does not require either party to make any
concession on any matter.

If a work stoppage takes place, the strikers risk permanent
loss of employment should the employer manage to replace them with
other workers.

While the strikers may picket the employer to

indicate that a dispute is in progress, such picketing must be
limited to the dissemination of information and cannot be used to
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out of the employer's place of business.

Certain classes of

employees such as policemen, firemen, and others in vital services,
are forbidden from striking and are either required to submit to
binding arbitration or to accept the terms imposed by their
employers.

The great majority of Canadian workers are subject to minimum
standards of wages, hours, annual vacations and public holidays set
by the Canadian labour Code and corresponding provincial laws.

~fuile

there are many exceptions, working hours are commonly limited to eight
in a day and to forty, forty-four, or forty-eight in a week.

If limits

are not imposed, work beyond specified daily and weekly hours must be
paid for at an overtime rate.

For many workers in Quebec, wages and

hours are fixed by decrees under the Collective Agreement Act.

A

similar system is in effect under industrial standards laws in several
other provinces.

For workers under federal jurisdiction, the minimum rate of pay
to which they are entitled by law is $1.25 an hour.

Under provincial

minimum wage laws, rates in a majority of the provinces have reached
or are approaching $1.00 an hour (see Table 37).
in force in federal jurisdiction.

Equal Pay Acts are

Under these Acts, employers are

prohibited from employing a female for any work at a rate of pay that
is less than the rate at which a male is employed by that employer for

TABLE 37

MINIMUM WAGE RATES FOREXPERIENG~D liORKERS IN CFRTAIN mTIES, BY SEX, JANUARY 1, l~o)
..

St. John's
T~e of. ~tablishm.!l!t
Maximum hours per
week to which the }!ale
rates apply
Female

Factories

Laundries, etc.

Shops

(Nfld,}

Charlottetow
(P.E.I.)

48
48
Cents Per
Hour

48
Cents Per
Hour

Male
Female

70

LooO)

Male
Female

10

~!ale

70
)0

1.00

1.00

Female

)0

;o

Hotels, Restaurants, etc,

Male
Female

(0

Beauty Parlours

~!ale

(0

Female

)0

Theatres, Amusement Places

Male
Female

(0

Offices

Hale
Female

70
;o

;o

Halifax

(N.S,)

48
~ Per
Week

48
Cents Per Cents Per
Hour
Hour

()

70

o?

70

6;

(0

"

(0

I?

(0
64(4)

21.60

o;
6;

70

21.60

6;
6;

10

6;

(0

6;

6;

21.oo

21.60

1.00

1.00

)0

48(l)
48(1)

(0

1.00

21( ;)

Montreal
(Que.}

7?
2Lbo

"

St. John
(N.B,~

21.60
1,00
21.60

6;

Toronto
{Ont.}

Winnipeg
(Man.}

Regina
(Sask.)

48
48
~ Per
Hour

48

44

Vancouver

(~~
40( 2)
40(2)

44
Cents Per $Per
Hour rleek

44
44
JPer
Week

I Per

Jo,;o
Jo,)O

J4
J4

1.00
1.00

)4
34

1.00
1.00

44

Hour

1.00
1.00

7)

1.00
1.00

I?

()

Jo.;o
3o.;o

1.00
1.00

7)
7)

Jo.;o
36,)0

J4
J4

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

/)
/)

36.;0
J6. ;o

34
J4

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

7)

36. ~

/)

)6,,a

34
34

3?(6)

()

)6.)0

34

/)

70

1.00
1.00

7)

)6.)0

34

I?

70
70

1.00
1.00

()

)6.)0

)4

I?

Jo.;o

34

1.00
1.00

64

'

Source: D.B.S., Canada Year Book, 1~66, Ottawa, P. 72?, Table 1.
(l)In hotels and restaurants the rates apply to a maximum of )4 hours per week,
2Jrn beauty parlours, theatres and amusement places the rates apply to a maximum of 44 hours per week
13 80 cents per hour for male workers in food processing plants.
(4)chauffeurs, watchmen, stationary enginemen and firemen (0 cents; bell boys )6 cents.
?JDollars per week for waitresses; ilo for other restaurant workers ,
0 Dollars per week,

I

Edmonton
(Alta.l

3;( 6)

-131identical work.

Labour employed by private business on government

contracts is subject to Government Fair Wage legislation.

Wages

to be paid to the employees are those in existence for the type of
work in the district; if there are no comparable rates, fair and
reasonable rates are determined by the Minister of Labour.

Government influence in industrial relations is conditioned
by the fact that labour matters come under eleven separate jurisdictions.

Each of these jurisdictions has legislation governing the

relations between employers and employees.

Although such legislation

is generally similar, there are differences in their operations and
administrative practices to discourage the nation-wide bargaining.
Since Government only accounts for a small proportion of the Canadian
labour force, its influence in the labour market has been largely
indirect, operating through monetary and fiscal policies, as well as
manpower and employment programs and legislation, which are designed
to improve the mobility of labour and to raise the rate of employment.
The provincial governments have exercised their influence mainly
through labour-relation legislation and participation on a co-operative
basis in the Federal Government manpower and employment policies.

Government exercises only little influence over wage rates in
general:

first, Government is not a large employer of labour; second,

for purposes of setting wages and working conditions, Government by
and large is a follO\'fer of patterns developed in outside industry.

A

-132minimum wage, however, is considered for federal jurisdiction.
Provincial minimum wage laws exist for certain categories of
workers, but for the most part the wages set under these laws
are so low and so restricted in coverage as to have virtually no
effect on wage levels.

Wage Differentials
Let us now turn to examining the wage differentials in
( 6)
Canada. A wage differential
is the absolute or percentage
difference between wages of workers within a specific category.
Wage differentials can be broadly classified in three groups:
industrial, occupational, and regional (geographic) differentials.
Industrial wage differentials refer to differences in average
wages between different industries in the same region.

Occupational

wage differentials refer to differences in average wages between
different occupations.

Regional wage differentials denote the

differences in the average wages between different regions or
geographical areas.

We shall examine first the industrial wage differentials in
Canada .
(7)

Industrial Wage Differentials:

In Canada high-wage

industries such as pulp and paper, transportation equipment,
( 6)

S.G. Peitchinis, The Economics o£ Labour, Employment and Wages in
Canada, McGraw Hill Company of Canada Limited, 1965, P. 309.
(7)

H.D. Woods and S. Ostry, Labour Policy and Labour Economics ii1
Canada, Macmillan of Canada, Toronto, 1962, PP. 448=468.

-133automobiles, non-metallic mineral products and chemical products,
generally have the

~ollowing

characteristics:

larger than average

firm size, more capital per worker, relatively larger numbers
male workers, and disproportionately larger numbers
workers.

They are often concentrated in the

higb~y

o~

o~

skilled

industrialized

regions such as British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec.

Low-wage

industries have roughly the opposite characteristics.

The industrial wage
di~~erences

wage

di~~erentials

generally

re~er

to

in average wages between different industries.

dif~erentials

among Canadian industries may be

The

re~lected

in

average weekly wages and salaries for Canada's major industries as
shown in Table

38.

Weekly earnings are highest, on the average, in

the following industries:

products

o~

petroleum and coal, trans-

portation equipment, chemical and paper products, mining and public
utility operation.

At the other extreme, weekly earnings are lowest

in the manufacturing industries of leather products and clothing and
in the service industry.

Wage differentials among Canadian industries may be due to
three major

~actors:

unionization.

productivity, degree

Thus, the first two

~actors

o~

concentration and

are economic and the third

is institutional.

Because wages are necessarily related to productivity, it is
not surprising to

~ind di~~erences

in productivity as an important

-136reductions from being translated into price reductions.

The

benefits of rising productivity which under competitive conditions would largely accrue to the consumers in the form of
lower prices are thus divided between the entrepreneur and
workers.

The employer in a less competitive industry is either

forced to share his gains with the workers because of union
pressure, or tends to do so as a matter of policy for achieving
good labour-management relations or for attracting and maintaining
a high-quality work force.

Finally, the third major force responsible for wage
differentials among Canadian industries is the degree of

(10)

unionization.

The major efforts of trade unions to raise

wages have taken three main directions:
legislation,

ta~ing

securing minimum-wage

wages out of competition and getting higher

wages through collective bargaining.

Unions usually establish

through collective bargaining a standard rate through which wages
are taken out of competition.

The contractual rates, on the other

hand, prevent the unemployed from forcing down the wage rates of the
employed.

A strong union can raise the wage level of its industry

relative to those industries in which unionism is weaker.

Table 39 shows the averages of hourly wage rates paid to
male labour in union and non-union establishments in selected

(10)
A.M. Ross, the Influence of Unionism Upon Earnings, Quarterly
Journal of Economics, 1948; R. Ozanne, Impact of Unions on
Wage Trends and Income Distribution, loc. cit., 1959.
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AVERAGE WEEKLY vlAGE:J AND

SAL.A.t.~IF.S

BY

MAJOR INDUSTRY, ANNUAL AVERAGES, 1963
Average Weekly
Wages and Salaries
~..ajor

($)

Industry

SS.62

Forestry (Chiefly Logging)

102.37

Mining

e6.24

Manufacturing
Food and Beverage
Tobacco and Tobacco Products
Rubber Products
Leather Products
Textile Products (except clothing)
Clothing (textile and fur)
Wood Products
Paper Products
Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries
Iron and Steel Products
Transportation Equipment
Non-ferrous Metal Products
Electrical Apparatus and Supplies
Non-metallic Mineral Products
Products of Petroleum and Coal
Chemical Products

75.15
S2.32
S8.47
57.63
6S.63
53.57
74.15
100.97
93.6S
9S.09
101.66
97.47
91.15
91.17
127.22
101.61

Construction

90.32

Transportation, Storage and Communication

92.29
102.26

Public Utility Operation

71.3S

Trade
Finance, Insurance and

Re~

Estate

78.66

Service

58.68

Industrial Composite

83.43

Source:

D.B.S., Review of Employment and Payrolls, 1963, Catalogue
No. 72-201 Annual, P . 35, Table S.
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cause o£ wage differentials among industries.

Increased

productivity in an industry may first result in lower prices
of the product, higher profits or higher wages.

If the improve-

ment in productivity leads to lower prices, the benefit will
spread through the economy and real wages will rise because the
same money income will buy more goods and services.

If it

brings a rise in profits, the rise will be transitory, £or
eventually competition in the product market will force down the
prices, or competition in the labour market will force up wages
to the extent that can be sustained only by increased productivity.
The varying productivities in different Canadian industries may
therefore cause inter-industry wage differentials.

The degree of concentration may be a factor that initiates
industrial wage dif:ferentials in Canada.

uconcentrationn here

means the degree to which a few firms produce a large proportion
of the total output of an industry.

It is argued that there is
(9)
an association between market structure and wage change.
The
less competitive industries generally experience a more rapid rate
of increase in productivity through economies of scale, innovation
and rationalization and they are usually price-administered
industries.

It follows that they are able to prevent cost

(8)

F. Meyers and R.L. Boulby, The Inter-Industry Wage Structure
and Productivity, Industrial and Labour Relations Review,
October 1953.
(9)

D. Schwartzman, Monopoly and Wages, Canadian Journal of Economics
and Political Science, August 1960; A. Kuhn, Market Structure and
Wage-push Inflation, Industrial and Labour Relation Review,
January 1959.
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HOURLY RATES FOR M.t\LE LABOUR, UNION AND NON-UNION

ESTABLISHMENTS, SELECTED

~~ACTURING

INDUSTRIES,

ONTARIO, 1957

Average Rate
Union
Non-Union
Establishments
Establishments
- cents per hour -

Industry
Sash, Door & Planning Mills

112

108

Lumber & Saw Mills

118

106

Wooden Furniture

105

104

Iron Castings

148

130

Machinery

149

139

Sheet Metal Products

144

133

Mlscellaneous Iron & Steel Products

159

132

Radio & Radio Parts

143

111

Miscellaneous Electrical Products

152

134

Clay Products

149

136

Miscellaneous Paper Products

145

139

Heavy Electrical Machinery & Equipment

153

133

Brass & Copper Products

151

130

105

96

Hosiery

Source:

& Knit Goods

H.D. Woods and S. Ostry, Labour Policy and Labour EcoE9mics
in Canada, Macmillan of Canada, Toronto, 1962, P. 467,
Table LVIII.

-13$industries in Ontario for the year 1957.

It is seen that, in

each industry except wooden furniture, the average union rate
was substantially more than the average non-union rate.

This

may suggest that Canadian unions have secured wage advantage for
their members and thus have affected the inter-industry wage
structure.

But conclusive evidence must await more extensive and

elaborate analysis of more appropriate data.

The more important question, however, may relate to the
future.

We can confidently predict that unions will have more

influence on the wage structure in the future, say ten or t1r1enty
years ahead, than they have had in the past.
extremes possible.

There will be tl'fO

On the one hand, leaders of different unions

may follow about the same standards in formulating their wage

demands.

They may also look mainly at the wage demands of other

unions and at the cost-of-living index.

In this case, they may

try to keep somewhat ahead of the cost of living during good times
and to hold wages unchang ed during bad times.

In this event, we

may expect that the wage levels of different unionized industries
could rise at about the same rate.

Ai;. the other extreme, the leaders of each union may ignore
the remainder of the economy and strive to maintain the fastest
rate of wage increase in their own industry.

In this event, the

wage levels of different industries would rise at various rates.

-139One would expect wages to rise fastest in industries where
labour cost is a small percentage of total cost of production,
where the demand for the product is inelastic, where firms are
well organized to pass wage increases on to consumers through
price increases, where entrance to the industry is closed, where
technological progress is rapid, and where the secular trend of
demand is upward.

The opposite conditions would produce a slow

rate of increase in wages.
(ll)

Regional (Geographic) Wage Differentials:

As we move

from the east to the west coast of Canada, we shall find the
average weekly wages and salaries rising from the Atlantic to the
Pacific region:

average weekly earnings are generally highest in

British Columbia and Ontario.

It is not surprising that there

should be marked wage differentials among different regions when
we consider the nature of the Canadian economic structure from
coast to coast.

Such wage differentials are shown in Table 40.

Regional wage differentials narrowed during the war and
post-war period as a result of a rapidly expanding and inflationary
economy in which all provinces shared.

The end of the inflationary

expansion in the 1950's saw regional wage differentials widening.
(11)
H.D. Woods and S. Ostry, Labour Policy and Labour Economic_s in

Canada, }.facmillian Company of Canada, Toronto, 1962, PP. 4'68-4$8;
J.W. Block, Regional Wage Differentials, Monthly Labour Review,
April 194$, PP. 371-377.
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TABLE 40
AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGES AND SALARIES BY REGION, 1~)~-1~o)

Weekly Wages
And Salaries

~leekly Wages

Weekly Wages
and Salaries

(~)

Index

2).44

100.0

British Columbia 2o,01

111.0

Alberta

2).)~

Saskatchewan

Province

Index

q2.~o

100.0

1

4),0)

1oo.;

108,)

)

44.40

10).4

24.18

10),2

;

41.)0

~6.o

I Manitoba

2),0~

1~.4

2

42.08

77.)

Ontario

24.4)

104,)

4

44,)0

Quebec

21.26

70,(

1

New Brunswick

20.21

86,2

Nova Scotia

21.42

~1.4

Prince Edward
Island

1~.~~

84.4

CANADA

Newfoundland

Weekly Wages
And Salaries

And Salaries

(f)

Rank

l~b3

1~)~

1~47

17~~

Rank

w

Index

Rank

m

Index

Rank

8),4)

100.0

1

~0.)2

108,;

1

102.~

)

84.12

100.8

)

10.1)

~).4

0

17.)8

~;.1

;

4

10,16

7),;

~),0

6

10).3

)

lo,J7

104.0

'

1(.)6

2

8o,;7

10),8

2

41.1~

~;.8

0

1o.;o

7o.o

4

81.0)

n1

4

8

)8,08

88,6

7

60.37

82,2

8

o8,4;

82.0

~

6

J7.o;

8(,6

8

6o.l(

81.1

68.46

82.1

8

3).;6

(8.1

9

)4.7)

14.)

6o.07

72.0

10

o3.o8

86.(

1).(8

~0.8

1

1).41

100,0

1

80.~

107.0

2

IJ,oJ

'

10

Source: Calculation based on data found in D. B.S., Review of Emplo~ent _and Payrolls, Catalogue No, 72-201, Annual,

-141The relative wage position of the Atlantic provinces, however,
has continued to decline, reflecting the slackening of economic
activities in this region.

As Table 40 shows, British Columbia retained its leadership
in the Canadian wage structure for the whole period 1939-1963, at
the wage index of about 109, followed by Ontario at about 104,
and by Alberta at about 102; of these three provinces, only Alberta
experienced a decline in its relative position.
~~nitoba

Saskatchewan and

also experienced a decline in their relative positions:

Saskatchewan's

weeY~Y

wage index fell from 103.2 in 1939 to 95.1

in 1963; whereas Manitoba's index dropped from 109.4 in 1939 to

93.0 in 1963.

Quebec's index was rising throughout the whole

period, moving from seventh place in 1939 to fourth place in 1963.
This trend of wage development of Quebec is unique in the Canadian
wage structure.

Consequently, the rise in the wage index of Quebec,

decline in the indexes of the three Prairie provinces, and the
relatively constant indexes of British Columbia and Ontario, changed
the order of magnitude in relative wage differentials.

Ontario

moved from fourth place in 1939 to second place in 1963, while
Manitoba fell from second place in 1939 to sixth place in 1963.
The average weekly earnings in the Atlantic provinces were relatively
much lower than those in other regions.
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Let us now examine the main factors of regional wage
differentials in Canada.

The first is the differences in

regional economic structure, characterized by the nature and
size of industrial enterprises.

A region, such as British

Columbia or Ontario, has a large proportion of high-wage manufacturing industries; for example, smelting and refining, pulp
and paper, automobile manufacturing, iron and steel production,
chemical and petrochemical products.

Such a region, of course,

has a higher wage level than one in which the predominant economic
activities are agriculture, fishing, logging, and such low-wage
manufacturing industries as textiles, foods and beverages, and
leather products; these industries dominate the economic structure
of the Atlantic region.

The relatively small market of the Atlantic region also
limits the size of industrial enterprises.

It follows that the

amount of capital at the disposal of each worker is on the average
relatively less than in regions whose markets permit large scale
process of production; this means lower capital-labour ratio and
therefore lower wage rates.

Furthermore, the exodus from the

region of the able and skilled workers constitutes another serious
erosion in labour productivity, just like the consequences of the
erosion of topsoil from fertile agricultural land.

The result of

these developments inevitably leads to lower wage levels.

~fuile

it is true that relatively low costs of labour should stimulate the
movement of labour-intensive industry into the region, thus eventually

-143raising the price of labour, the Atlantic region is hampered in
this respect by geographic isolation and consequently high transportation costs to the dense central Canadian markets.

The extent to which wage differentials between industrialized
and industrializing regions will change depends largely on the rate
of growth, the time element, and the intensity of demand for
specialized labour.

The shorter the period over which substantial

industrialization is under way, the greater will be the pressure
to acquire the needed labour from outside the region, and also the
greater the possibility that its wage levels will increase
proportionately faster.

The narrowing of wage differentials in

1959 compared with 1963 between Alberta and British Columbia, and
between Quebec and Ontario, illustrates this point .

This narrowing

was due to the relatively rapid rate of industrialization of
Alberta and Quebec during this period, and the necessity to attract
specialized industrial workers from British Columbia and Ontario,
and to induce the skilled immigrants to stay, by offerin

them

higher wage rates which were at least very close to the rates in
British Colwnbia and Ontario.

One aspect of Quebec's wage structure is rather unique.

She

has the disadvantage of being predominantly Catholic and French

-144Canadian in a predominantly Protestant and English Canadian
economic setting.

or

the size

This social and cultural environment limits

the national labour rorce from which Quebec can

draw and reduces the mobility of the French-speaking workers in
Quebec.

There may be one advantage however:

Quebec does not

face the same degree of competition for workers as do Englishspeaking regions.

The upward pressure on its wage level result-

ing from relatively limited labour market and from rapid rate of
industrialization is offset somewhat by the relative immobility of a
large proportion of its labour force.

In summary, the Canadian labour market exhibits a rather
distinctive regional wage structure.

From a high in British

Columbia, average wage levels slope downward to the Prairie
region, rise again in Ontario, and then fall once more as one
proceeds eastward through Quebec and the Atlantic region.

Relative

wages have shown no tendency toward greater uniformity in recent
years.

The regional wage structure of Canada is mainly influenced

by economic forces which operate in a specific demographic and
institutional framework.

The major economic forces which generate

the regional wage differentials are the nature and size of business
enterprises, divergence of industrial composition, the extent and
rate of industrial development and varying degrees of labour

mobility.

-l47total demand for advanced skills is often smaller than that for
lesser skills.

To illustrate, assume that we wish to erect a

house, and that we have to hire architects and construction
workers.

I~

the house is to be built, the demand for the first

architect and the first construction worker would be equally high,
since the completion of the house depends equally on both.

But

beyond that point the demand for construction workers would be
greater than that for architects, because many more man-hours are
required to construct the house than to design it.

A fifth

carpenter, for example, might be almost as valuable as the first,
but a fifth architect would be worthless, assuming the first one to
be competent.

Since the value of successive architects declines

more rapidly than that of successive carpenters, carpenters should
receive more pay than architects if the supply of both were equal.
But it is not.

Because architects are relatively scarce, the value

of the first architect must be compared with that of the fifth
carpenter; that is, the architect has a higher marginal value and
he therefore receives higher wages than the carpenter.

In the long

run, the higher skills as a group command higher wages than lower
skills primarily because they are scarce, and not because the demand
for tham is higher.

In the short run, and among different occupations

at about the same level of skill, wage differentials are strongly
influenced by demand factors as well.
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Occupational Wage Differentials:

An occupational

wage differential can be defined as the difference in average
rates of pay for one occupation as compared to the average pay
for a different occupation in the same labour market area at
the same time.

In Canada, wages vary a great deal for the same

type of work, depending largely on local conditions, the skill
and experience of the employees.

Usually higher levels of wages

are paid for occupations involving a high level of skill and
training, or for work that is dangerous or unpleasant.
wages and salaries by occupations are shown in Table

Average

4l which may

throw some light on the existence of wage differentials among
occupations in Canada.

We now examine the factors responsible for occupational
(13)
wage differentials.
For skilled or professional workers to
receive more pay than unskilled workers, either the demand for
them must be greater or their supply must be smaller.

On the

whole, the difference lies heavily on the suoply side, because the
(12)

H.D. Woods and s. Ostry, Labour Policy and Labour Economics in
Canada, Macmillan Company of Canada, Toronto, 1962, PP. 422-447;
H. Ober, Occupational Differentials, Monthly Labour Review,
August 1948, PP. 127-134; M. Reder, The Theory of Occupatio~
Wage Differentials, American Economic Review, December 1955,
PP. 833-852.

(13)
S. Ostry, Inter-Establishment Dispersion of Occupational Wage
Rates, Ontario and Quebec 1957, Canadian Journal of Economic and
Political Science, May 19io, PP. 277-288; H.M. Douty, Sources of
Occupational vTage and Salary Rate Dispersion Within Labour Markets,
Industrial Labour Relations Review, October 1961, PP. 67-74;
P. Keat, Lon Term Trends in Occu ational Wa e Differentials,
Journal of Political Economy, December 19 0, PP. 584- 00.

TABLE 41

AVERAGE WAG~, SALARI&S AND IN~CI~ BY CCCUPATIONS

Office Occupations

O~le)
Accounting Clerk, Junior
Accounting Clerk, Senior
Bookkeeper, Senior
Clerk, Junior
Clerk, Intermediate
Clerk, Senior
Cost Accounting Clerk, Junior
Cost Accounting Clerk, Senior
Drau~tsman, Junior
Draughtsman, Intermediate
Drau~tsman, Senior
Material Record Clerk
Office Boy
Order Clerk
Payroll Clerk
Tabulating ~~achine Operator

OTTA\·IA1 OCTOBffi 11 l~bf"
Average Salary Vaintenance Trades, Service
Rate Per
Occupations and Labourers
Week1 (J)
(~!ale)
or

~0
10)

'~
18
104
'11

n
12
100
124
81

4~
81
81

84

Carpenter
Electrician
Machinist
Mechanic
Millwright
Pipefitter
Tool and Die Maker
Welder
Stationary Engineer lst Class
Stationary Engineer 2nd Class
Stationary Engineer )rd Class
Stationary Engineer 4th Class
Stationary Firemen
Truck Driver, Light &
Heavy
Truck, Power
General Labourer

CANADA1 l~b4

.

Average Wage
Rate Per
Hour 1 (t)
2.oJ
).0~

2.))
2.28
2.~
2.2o
2.08
2.2~

2.~8
2.)0

2.2)
1.~4

L~

L8J

Average
Annual
Occupations

Income1 (f)

Doctors and Surgeons
Lawyers and Notaries
Engineers and
Architects
Dentists
Accountants
Investors
Salesmen
Entertainers and
Artists
Business Proprietors
Property Owners
Teachers and Professors
Fishermen
Farmers

21,414
11,282

1.14

Source: Department ol Labour, ~e Rates1 Salaries And Hours 01 Labourt lj~j, ottawa, PP. )jO.)j2, Table 128.
Department of National Revenue Taxation Statistics, Cttawa, 1~ b Edition, Part 1, P. ~'Summary Table).

1o,ro1

14,~0~
1),021
o,SSJ
o,m

),%8
?,10)
),210
),081
),020

4,~4)

WAA

-148We shall now examine the relationship between the supply
factors of a particular type of labour and the wage differentials.
As in the case of the total supply of labour, the supply of a
particular type is also divided into long and short-run factors.
In the long run, the major forces which create permanent wage
differentials among occupations are:

inheritance, both biological

and social, the cost of training, and psychic income.

Differences

in inborn ability separate people into non-competing groups.

The

potential supply of technical, professional, and managerial labour
in general is limited by the scarcity of the innate ability which
these jobs require.

From the number who possess the inborn ability

must be subtracted those whose environment fails to stimulate the
development or recognition of their ability.

No matter how much

time is allowed for movement from one occupation to another, the
supply of these highly skilled or professional groups can never
become as large as the supply of workers for simple manual
operations; and the latter can never compete with the former, thus
resulting in permanent wage differentials among them.

The training for advanced skills is usually long and
expensive, and either cannot or will not be undertaken by as many
persons as will acquire short and inexpensive training.

Those who

can afford the training will not take it unless the prospective
earnings justify its cost.

As our society develops in the direction

-149of making it financially possible for each person to develop
fully his capacities (such as publicly financed higher education,
private scholarships or in-plant training), the expense of
training will become a less important factor in occupational
differentials.

At the present time and generally speaking,

however, the financial barrier places to some significant degree
an additional check upon the supply of highly skilled labour.

Psychic income also plays an important part in initiating
occupational wage differentials.

Many occupations, particularly

the professions, are interesting, carry prestige, involve
pleasant working conditions, or offer long vacations.

Consequently,

more persons enter those occupations than would do so for the
monetary reward alone.

This

salaries lower than they

lar~er

othe~rlse

supply tends to hold the

would be.

Psychic income

also has a negative side, as in jobs which are hazardous,
excessively tiring, or involve unpleasant working conditions.
Premium rates must be paid to get people to work, for example,
at dangerous heights, or depths, among explosives, or in excessive
heat or fumes.

In the short run, however, each skilled occupation constitutes
its own non-competing group.

At any given moment the supply of,

say, electrical engineers is limited to the number already trained

-150and existing.

No am.ou...nt of financial inducement can raise the

number significantly by pulling people from other occupations.
Therefore, the short-run supply of skilled workers is almost
completely inelastic, and consequently they receive higher wages.
On the other hand, almost the entire field of unskilled labour

constitutes a single pool, and such workers are also readily
interchangeable among many
jobs.

tJ~es

of unskilled or semi-skilled

Therefore, the supply of any one particular type of

unskilled labour is highly elastic, and consequently such labour
constitutes a competing group and bids down the wages.

-l5lChapter 6
CONCLUSION

Immediate Outlook for the Labour Force
The rate of increase in the Canadian labour force has
accelerated during the latter half of the 1960 1 s, and a continuing
high rate of increase can be anticipated at least well into the
1970 1 s (see Table 42).

TABLE 42
POPULATION AND LABOUR FORCE, 1946-1970

Year and
Period

Population: 14 Years
And Over (Thousands)

Civilian Labour
Force (Thousands)

1946

8,778

4,810

1956

10,805

5,782

1963

12,466

6,737

1970

14,672

8,172

Average Annual Percentage Change
1946-1956

2.1

1.9

1956-1963

2.1

2.2

1963-1970

2.3

2.7

Source:-

Economic Council of Canada, Economic Goals for Canada to
1970, First Annual Review, December 1964, P. 42, Table 12.

-152An annual rate of increase of 2.7 per cent is in prospect

for the period 1963-1970.

With the prospect of an addition of

over two million persons to the Canadian labour force for this
period, Canada is moving towards one of the highest rates of
labour-:force expansion in its entire history.

This implies that

Canada is experiencing a period in which the pace of expansion in
employment will need to be very substantially better than in the
past if severe social and economic problems are to be avoided.

The major factor responsible for the current expansion in
the labour force is the increase in Canada's population of working
age.

This increase is largely due to the markedly high birth rates

in the decade following the World War II.

Immigration has at various

times in the past made an important contribution to the growth of
the labour force; this was particularly so in the 1950's.
situation is now strikingly different.

But the

During the decade 1960-1970

the increase in the labour force from domestic sources will be more
than twice as great as in the decade 1950-1960 (see Table

43).

This

implies Canada's reduced reliance in the 1960's on supplies of
skilled and professional manpower from abroad, and greater dependence
on the development of such manpower in Canada.

Let us now turn to examining the labour-force-participation
rates to 1970.

Based on the findings of labour-force participation

-153TABLE 43
SOURCES OF LABOUR FORCE GRO\AITH
(Average Annual Increase in Thousands)

1950-1970

Source

1965-1970

1950-1955

1955-1960

Net Immigration

60

55

10

30

Domestic Supply

30

105

125

175

Source:

Economic Council of Canada, Economic Goals for Canada to
1970, First Annual Review, December 1964, P. 35, Table 10.

in Chapter 2, we project the analysis a bit further by asking the
following questions:
continue to rise?

Will the female labour-force-participation rates

Will participation rates for the youngest and

oldes·t men continue to fall?

The answers to these questions are

provided in Table 44.

In the age group 14-19 for males, the very rapid decline in
participation rates reflects the longer schooling of youths and
prosperity generally.

As shown in Table 44, this rate will fall

further to 37.1 per cent in 1970.

But there are

l~ts

to the

extent to which the further training of young men will be attempted

in school; in-plant training, night classes and other such informal
schemes may well play an increasing role in supplying young men with

-154TABLE 44
AVERAGE ANNUAL PARTICIPATION RATES

1956-1970
Change

Change

1956-1963

1963-1970

1956

1963

1970

14-19

48.1

39.0

37.1

- 9.1

- 1.9

20-24

91.7

88.9

87.4

- 2.8

- 1.5

25-34

97.6

97.6

97.6

o.o

35-44

97.6

97.8

97.8

0.2

45-54

96.2

96.0

96.0

o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o

55-64

86.4

86.0

85.5

- 0.4

- 0.5

34.1

26.3

25.1

- 7.8

- 1.2

82.2

78.4

77.2

- 3.8

- 1.2

14-19

33.9

29.9

30.9

- 4.0

1.0

20-24

47.1

50.0

51.4

2.9

1.4

25-34

25.1

29.2

33.0

4.1

3.8

35-44

23.8

31.7

37.0

7.9

5.3

45-54

24.4

34.7

43.5

10.3

8.8

55-64

15.9

24.7

32.0

8.8

7.3

4.5

5.8

7.0

1.3

1.2

24.9

29.6

34.1

4.7

4.5

}len

65 And
OVer
All Ages 14
And Over

Women

65 And
Over
~l

Ages 14

And Over

Source:

F.T. Denton, Y. Kasahara, and S. Ostry, Population and
Labour Force Projection to 1970, Staff Study No. 1,
Prepared for the Economic Council of Canada, P. 37,
Table 1.

-155technical qualifications, and these developments will cushion the
decline in the participation rate of this age group in the years
ahead.

We also expect some moderate decline in the rate for men

in the ages 20-24, the rate falling from 91.7 per cent in 1956 to

87.4 in 1970.

The rates for males between 25 and 64 years of age

can be forecast with confidence; most men of these ages want to
work and will continue to work, and their participation rates will
remain therefore constant.

In the age group 65 and over, a very

sharp drop was experienced during the period 1956-1963.

This is no

doubt a reflection of a general move toward earlier retirement
associated with the secular occupational shifts of the labour
force and the more adequate provision of private and government
pensions.

Since these developments are expected to continue, the

participation rate for men aged 65 and over can be expected to
continue to decline moderately, although we do not anticipate that
the trend toward earlier retirement will continue indefinitely.

The participation rate for women aged 14-19 declined by

4.0 per cent for the period 1956-1963; this decline reflects the
desire for more schooling, for college education and for earlier
marriage.

But the participation rate for this age group is expected

to be 30.9 per cent in 1970, or an increase of 1.0 per cent over
the period 1963-1970.

At the other extreme, the group aged 45 to

54 has shown the fastest-rising participation rates of any of the

-156female age groups, and its rate will continue to rise to 43.5
per cent of the total labour force in 1970.

The lower rates for

women aged 55 and over reflect lower demand for their services.
The problems of women in this age group are relatively low levels
of education and training and lack of up-to-date work experience.

In general, we expect that a higher proportion of women will
enter the labour force than at present, particularly in the age
groups over 25.

For those who are married, their husbands' wishes

will have something to do with how they decide; but probably not
very much.

Most important of all will be the number of employment

opportunities there are for women.
opportunities will greatly increase.

We have no doubt that the
Employment in the service

industries will increase more than in any other sector of the
economy, and these industries have always had a higher proportion
of women on their payrolls than any other.

There will also be a

large increase in employment in secondary manufacturing and here too
the ratio of women to men has always been high.

Largely because of

the growth in employment opportunities we can anticipate that
participation rates for women 25 years and over will continue to
rise in the years to come.

Implications For The Future
The labour market conditions in Canada have been near full
employment as a result of the substantial decline in the rate of

-157unemployment over the past few years.

There is, however,

increasing shortages of manpower in certain industries,
occupations, skills and localities.

There has also been a very

marked increase in interest among producers in encouraging
immigration of workers whose skills are in particularly short
(1)

supply.

One of the dangers in this kind of situation is that

severe shortages of skilled and professional manpower may
develop in certain parts of the economy before the over-all level
of unemployment has been reduced to a satisfactorily low level,
and that these severe shortages will increase production cost and
price pressures which will be transmitted to other sectors of the
economy.

The development of labour-market conditions in the past

few years reinforce this view, since the economy appears to have
begun to encounter severe labour shortage in some categories while
the over-all rate of unemployment was still around 4.0 per cent.
It is for this reason that there is the need for improved employment and

manpm~er

policies.

There is a general need to upgrade .<t,nt{ bring up to date the
education and skill qualifications of the existing labour force.
There is also a more urgent need for immediate action to deal with
manpower shortages and deficiencies in particular skills and

(l)
Economic Council of Canada, Towards Substained and Balanced
Economic Grmvth, Second Annual Review, December 1965, PP. 31-33.

-158occupations which constitute an obstacle to the rate of economic
growth.

This implies a need for retraining and continuing

education outside ·the formal education system.

Retraining can

not only raise the income level of individuals, but also
provide a hi gh rate of return in relation to the costs involved.
It will also promote greater mobility of manpower in the economy.
Along with this, there is an equally urgent need for intensified
efforts to make the most effective use possible of the existing
stock of skilled and educated manpower.

Similarly, there is also

a need for more vigorous and well-informed labour-market policies
in Canadian industry in order to achieve a more effective matching
of demand and supply of skilled and managerial manpower.

We turn now to the exandnation of implications of technological
(2)
Technological changes and scientific progress are
advance.
complex processes with powerful implications for the pace of
economic growth, for higher living standards and for education.
Technological change creates new employment and new occupations by
bringing new processes and p roducts into use, reducing costs and
widening markets.

At the same time, however, these changes are

(2)

J.P. Francis, Nanpower Implications of Technological Change in
Canada, Labour Law Journal, August 1963, PP. 661-669; S. Brandwein,
Manpower Implicati9ns o~_ Technological Change: Research Findings
of the U.p. Department of Labour, Labour Law Journal, August 19 3,
PP. 655-bb9; R.A. Lester, The Adaptation of Labour Resources to
Changing Needs, Monthly Labour Review, March 1966, PP. 245-249.

-159inevitably accompanied by problems of adjustment for individuals
because technological changes affect the conditions of work as
old jobs and skills become less in demand.

Over the past decades the steadily increasing use of more
powerful and more highly mechanized equipment and machinery has
had a tremendous impact on Canada's manpower requirements in
basic industries such as agriculture, mining, forestry, construction and transportation.

In the manufacturing industries,

there is a constant downward tendency in manpower requirements per
unit of production as old facilities are replaced by more
advanced mechanical equipment, and through improvements in
materials handling and the integration of production process.
Advances in materials handling also have an impact on manpO't-rer
requirements in the wholesale and retail fields and service
industries.

In all these areas, technological changes include the

long-term trend towards the substitution of mechanical energy for
human labour as part of the process of obtaining the benefits of
increased productivity, but lead to problems of skill adjustment
for individuals in the industries affected.

In general, an outstanding requirement for and consequence
o£ technological changes is to raise educational and skill requirements.

The use of more complex and advanced machinery requires a

-160human response at a higher level than was often needed in the
past.

Alertness and a greater measure of responsibility are

called for, as wel-l as a heightened ability to communicate.
Advances in materials handling eliminate many tasks for which
little basic education or training was required.

In contrast,

these qualifications are now in growing demand with higher
standards of maintenance which are required for the operation
of intricate equipment, and for planning, control and technical
functions.

Generally, new and expanding occupations resulting

from technological changes require a hi gher level of basic
education than is necessary for routine manipulative and
clerical tasks.

In essence, the broad picture presented by current technological changes shot.,s that it is pervasive and complex, and
consists of a combination of many ways of achieving improvement
and progress.

This dynamic process clearly requires inter-

related and complementary public and private actions in respect
of education, training , retraining, mobility and job placement in
order to facilitate the myriad individual adjustments which are
required by the ever-changing patterns of work and job opportunities.
It also poses rapidly changing problems and tasks for labourmanagement co-operation.

-161Policy Recommendations
Labour market policy is concerned with facilitating fuller
and more efficient use of manpower resources.

It has acquired

increasing importance in many countries with the growing
realization that it is crucial to economic growth.

The object

of labour market policy is to bring about the matching of supply
and demand for labour in specific localities, industries and
occupations in such a way that manpower resources can be most
productively utilized.

The central purpose of this section is to consider what
improvements are required in Canada's present labour market policy
to help achieve maximum efficient utilization of manpower resources.
Improvements are urgently necessary because Canada has encountered
certain elements of severe labour shortages while the national rate
of unemployment was still around 4.0 per cent in the last few
years.

The improvements required are in the following areas:
(3)

(a)

Expansion of Programs for Training and Retraining:

The shortages of skilled and professional manpower today, in relation
to employers' increasing demands and to the fact that both
Government and business are seeking such manpower abroad, undercore
the continuing deficiency of manpower training and retraining programs.
(3)

Economic Council of Canada, Towards Substained and Balanced
Economic Growth, Second PJmual Review, December 1965, PP. 181-183.

-162Although vocational education and training programs have
been greatly expanded under the Technical and Vocational Training
Assistance Act in recent years, these programs have had relatively
little effect on the adult labour force.

Their primary effect has

been on the expansion of facilities for students in vocational
schools .

There has not been any significant

break-throu~1

in the

training or retraining of existing members of the labour force.
The need for a major thrust in this area is all the more important
since it will take decades to raise the over-all level of skills
of the total labour force if training is very largely limited to
younger persons.

Today the demand for skilled labour is increasing

more rapidly than the supply can be expanded through the young
people coming out of the school system.

It is therefore essential

that more resources are to be devoted to educating, training and
retraining the existing Canadian labour force.

At present many workers, unions and management are unaware
of, or do not know how to take advantage of the availability of
public funds and facilities which exist for setting up training
programs in industry.

This is partly a problem of inadequate

information about the programs and insufficient counselling of
those in need of training or retraining .

Moreover, because many

authorities are involved, the responsibility for the initiation
of programs is often not clear .

Consequently, programs that are

urgently needed do not get implemented.

Effective steps must be

taken to overcome these deficiencies and shortcomings.

-163(b)

More Adequate Labour Marke-t;.__:lnf<?_~ation:

(4)
Job

vacancy data are very crucial to the development of an effective
employment service and for improving the functioning of the
labour market.

There is a pressing need for up-to-date

information on job opportunities by occupation, industry and
area, as well as on wage rates, skill and educational requirements.
The more specific such information is, the easier will be the
task of the placement officers in matching the unemployed with
unfilled vacancies.

Such information is also vital for

counselling and guidance activities, for planning training
programs, for assisting the mobility of workers and, more generally,
for labour marlcet analysis which is essential for the formulation
of effective manpower policies.

It is significant that in the past couple of years experimental programs have been undertaken in the United States, jointly
by the Bureau of Labour Statistics and the Bureau of Employment
Security, for the purpose of testing the feasibility of collecting
job vacancy data on a regular basis by means of surveys.
results thus far have been promising.

The

A similar program should be

initiated in Canada as soon as possible and appropriate steps be
taken to develop comprehensive and reliable information on job
vacancies.
(4)

Ibid., PP. 183-184.
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Effective Programs of Assistance to Promote Labour

( 5)
Mobility:

The removal of obstacles to labour mobility is a

chief function of labour market policy.

Effective labour mobility

can minimize the duration of unemployment which, in turn, can
contribute significantly to economic growth and stability by
increasing the supply of labour needed to match the rising demand.
On the contrary inadequate labour mobility, by impeding the flow
of labour at a time of high demand, results in shortages and
bottlenecks which will produce upward pressures on production
costs and prices.

The Federal Government announced in December 1956 a program
to offer assistance to workers moving to new jobs, but this program
has not achieved promising results.

It divides the unemployed

workers into two different categories:

one category qualifying

for outright grants and the other receiving loans repayable over
a period of two years.

Workers who have been unemployed for four

of the previous six months will qualify for a grant, whereas workers
who have been unemployed for any period less than this will receive
loans.

It appears that the loan feature of this program is selfdefeating.

For example, a loan of $500 to $1,000 to a family of

several dependents, repayable over a two-year period, may appear
to an unemployed

~rorker

a formidable debt to contract before he and

his family move to a new and perhaps uncertain economic environment.
( 5)

Ibid., P. 184.

-165Furthermore, it also penalizes the more enterprising individual
who seeks to shorten the duration of his unemployment.

If a

mobility allowance program is considered of vital importance,
as we believe it to be, then provision should be made for
extending grants to encourage mobility.
( 6)

(d)

Remedy for Skilled Manpower Shortages:

At present,

demands are greater than supplies of managerial, professional and
technically skilled labour.

We expect that this situation will

continue since there will be no increase in the male labour force
between 25 and 54 years of age, at least for the period 1963-1970
(see Table 44).

These manpower shortages may become an important

factor retarding the growth of productivity and the required
expansion of the economy.

It is, therefore, imperative that

strong efforts be made within Government and the private sectors:

(l)

to use existing manpower talents, especially at the
higher levels, as effectively and efficiently as possible;

(2)

to establish (where they do not exist) and to improve
(where they do exist) manpower planning policies;

(3)

To introduce and step up effective, forward-looking

manpower training progrrums, including in-plant and
management training;
( 6)

Ibid., PP. 184-185.
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to help ensure a better matching between the education
and training being provided in the educational system
and the potential requirements o£ manpower; and

(5)

to reappraise management, professional and labour
union procedures and practices which impede the
training, mobility, and more e£fective use of scarce
manpower skills.

(e)

Co-ordination o£ Private and Public Measures:

Government

has an obligation and the power to maintain a high level of employment.

The Federal Government, together with provincial governments,

must play an important role in developing more ef£ective manpower
and labour market programs.

With improving placement facilities,

the provision of training and retraining programs and mobility
assistance, governments have at their disposal the means to support
and complement the adjustment measures which are within the compass
o£ labour and management.
essential.

Co-ordination of all these activities is

To ensure that adjustment problems will not be dealt

with in a peacemeal fashion, but in their totality, it is necessary
that government, labour and management establish effective consultation and co-operation, so that an appropriate mix of private and
public measures will be available for use, when and where necessary,
to facilitate the solution of manpower adjustment problems.

Finally, it must be clearly understood that manpower policy

-167and employment policy are closely interrelated and that both are
(7)
essential in achieving and sustaining full employment
and
high rate of economic growth under conditions of reasonable
price stability.

Employment policy relates to fiscal, monetary

and other economic policies which influence the over-all level
of employment by their impact on total demand for goods and
services.

Employment policy thus influences the demand side of

the labour market.

Manpower policy, on the other hand, relates

to training, retraining and upgrading, geographic and other
mobility measures, placement functions, occupational information
and other labour market services which have a direct influence
on the development of manpower resources, and on improving the
efficiency with which the labour market matches workers with
jobs.

Manpower policy thus affects the supply side of the labour

market.

Manpower and employment policies must complement each other.
Without adequate employment policy to stimulate economic growth
and job creation, manpower policy cannot by itself ensure maximum
use of manpower resources.

Similarly, without effective manpower

policy to upgrade the labour force and to match job opportunities
with available unemployed labour, the groti!fth of demand may need
to be restrained before a high employment goal can be reached and
maintained.

( 7)

An objective aimed at by Economic Council of Canada for the 1960•s,
and set at an annual rate of 97.0 per cent employment of the labour
force, or no more than 3.0 per cent unemployment for the economy as
a whole; see Economic Council of Canada, Towards Substained and
Balanced Economic Growth, Second Annual Rev1ew, December 1965, P. 7.
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